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Report of the Third Meeting of the NGAP Task Force 
7 to 10 February 2011 

 
1. Introduction 
 
1.1 Ms. Nancy Graham, Director of the Air Navigation Bureau opened the meeting. Ms. Graham 
thanked Mr. Mervyn Fernando, President of the Air Navigation Commission for allowing the NGAP 
Task Force to meet in plenary in the chambers of the Air Navigation Commission on an exceptional 
basis.  54 participants from 11 States and 6 International Organizations attended the meeting 
representing international organizations, universities, regulatory authorities, industry and students 
involved in aviation-related programmes (The list of participants can be accessed on the GENERATE 
website). Dr. Thomas Carney chaired the meeting. Participants introduced themselves and indicated 
what their expectations were as outcomes of the NGAP Task Force. 
 
1.2 Ms. Graham thanked the task force participants for their help in leading the effort to support 
the next generation of aviation professionals. She raised the following points: 
 

• The NGAP voluntary task force started approximately 18 months ago and its work and 
objectives are becoming clearer.   
 

• Appreciation for the work of the IATA Training and Qualification Initiative (ITQI), especially 
in the areas of evidence-based training, and instructor evaluator competencies, as well as in 
the development of a competency framework for aircraft maintenance personnel.   

 
• A serious shortage of qualified aviation professionals around the world is envisaged.  By 2030, 

the number of pilots and maintenance personnel must be doubled in order to support estimated 
traffic requirements.  
 

• The idea of an international association for aviation training has been mentioned several times 
in different forums and should be pursued.  

 
• The sub-groups of the NGAP Task Force should specify deliverables and timelines for the 

development of competencies for flight crew command, inspectors, Air Traffic Control 
Operators (ATCO) and Air Traffic Safety Electronics Personnel (ATSEP).  Once completed, 
ICAO intends to incorporate these competencies into either the PANS Training or guidance 
material by the end of 2012. 

 
• Outreach opportunities should be identified and pursued.   

 
• Discussions on accreditation of aviation university-degree granting programmes are very 

important. Concurrently, ICAO is ensuring that its actions for the endorsement of training 
activities support the needs of the future.   

 
2. Agenda 
 
2.1 Participants reviewed and approved the proposed agenda of the meeting. Several presentations 
were made during the meeting. These can be accessed through links within the agenda found at 
Attachment A. 
 
3. Discussion 
 
3.1 Several presentations were made in order to set the stage and to define in more detail the 
approach the task force could take in developing its deliverables. Jim Dow explained the competencies 
that had been developed for the multi-crew pilot license and why a ‘phase-of-flight’ approach had been 
taken by the Flight Crew Licensing and Training Panel.  This was not intended to be a general model 
for other professions and the competencies being developed by NGAP should not feel constrained by 
the MPL competency model.  In fact, a more general approach to setting out competencies will give 
greater potential for finding common ground among all aviation professions, with some competency 
units and even some competency elements being shared by many technical specialties. Mr. Henry 
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Defalque provided information on ICAO documentation and more specifically on the role and status of 
the Procedures of Air Navigation Services – Training (PANS-Trg). Ms. Barrette-Sabourin proposed a 
process to progress the work on the development of competencies in the FCL and ATM sub-groups. 
 
3.2 In addition, four presentations provided updates on the following topics: 
 

• An emerging association of European training providers (Peter Moxham) 
• Recent events in the US concerning flight crew training (Tom Carney) 
• Canada's approach to developing occupational standards for aviation (Glenn Priestley) 
• A glimpse of ICAO document 9956, which provides a forecast for aviation personnel 

(Frédéric Malaud) 
 
3.3 The participants then joined either the flight crew or air traffic management sub-group break-
out session. 
 
3.4 Flight Crew Group 
 
3.4.1 After reviewing the instructor competencies developed through the IATA Training and 
Qualifications Initiative, participants broke out in several smaller groups to progress the work more 
effectively on the command competencies. The Sub-group expects to have:  
 

• the instructor competencies ready to give to the ICAO Secretariat in April 2011; and 
• the command competencies, now being progressed as core competencies, ready to give to the 

ICAO Secretariat by June 2011. 
 
Once this work is completed, the sub-group will develop competencies for inspectors 

overseeing competency-based training. These should be ready for the ICAO Secretariat in September 
2011. 
 
3.5 Air Traffic Management Group 
 
3.5.1  Participants initiated development of a competency framework for air traffic controllers and 
air traffic services electronics personnel, after an introductory presentation outlining the parameters 
under which these frameworks are to be developed. 
 
3.5.2 The following timetable of deliverables was developed: 
 

Issue/Concept Goal/Deliverable Time-line Additional comments 
Competency 
Framework (CF) for 
ATCO 

1st Draft Description March 2011 Populated on the basis of 
available documentation 

1st Version August 2011 After comparison with 
national training models 

Final Version December 2011  
Competency 
Framework for 
ATSEP 

1st Draft Description April 2011  
1st Version September 2011 After comparison with 

national training models 
Final Version December 2011  

Training Manual for 
ATCO 

1st Draft November 2011 Using European CCC 

Competency 
Framework for 
adjacent functions 
(i.e. OJTI, 
supervisors, 
examiners, etc.) 

1st Draft February 2012 To be harmonized with Flight 
crew group. 
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 3.6 Outreach Group 
 
3.6.1 A series of initiatives to support outreach were described. These initiatives include the 
development of kits for high school students and aviation students, the conduct of a series of regional 
NGAP conferences that will lead to the 2nd NGAP symposium, an ICAO NGAP website, and the 
ICAO Training reports.  
 
3.6.2 The following timelines and deliverables were developed: 
 

Issue/Concept Goal/Deliverable Time-line Additional comments 
Uni/College  Kits for students End Feb 2011  
High School Kit for HS Students End Apr 2011  
NGAP Web Site Web Site End Feb 2011 The posting of the NGAP 

website was delayed due to 
unforeseen circumstances. It is 
planned to have the NGAP 
website available to the public by 
the end of March 2011. 

Regional Conf Regional Conf End Mar 2011 
and throughout 
2011

Please see ICAO electronic 
bulletin at  
ICAOEbulletinNGAPregconf.pdf

Int Civil Av Day Int Civil Av Day 7 Dec 2011  
Publication ICAO Training 

Reports 
Two issues for 
2011 (July and 
November) 

 

2nd NGAP 
Symposium 

2nd NGAP 
Symposium 

April 2012  

 
3.6.3 In addition, a case was made for the development of guidance material related to the airport 
professionals through the NGAP Task Force. ICAO agreed to facilitate this work provided that a sub-
group including all stakeholders (association, service providers, industry, regulators, training and 
education providers, etc.) could be brought to task on this issue. This sub-group, once established, 
could eventually develop competency frameworks for airport professionals and related ICAO guidance 
materials. This proposal was well received by the participants. 
  
3.7 Accreditation 
 
3.7.1 The purpose of this sub-group meeting were: a) to discuss how accreditation of aviation 
university-degree granting programmes can be a means to support competency of the next generation 
of aviation professionals, b) to identify global initiatives that can support accreditation, and c) to better 
understand points of agreement and differences regarding accreditation of degree programs from 
region-to-region around the world. In order to establish the scope and context in which this purpose 
should be met, four presentations were made. The participants then identified commonalities among the 
different approaches presented. The results of this work can be found in Attachment B.  The timeline 
and deliverable are as follows: 
 

Issue/Concept Goal/Deliverable Time-line 
Develop more 
inclusive framework 
for international 
accreditation standards 

Involve more Regions, through Regional 
Meetings and targeted invitations to future 
NGAP TF meetings 

Oct. 31, 2011 

Guidance for ICAO Develop a draft ICAO Circular for 
accredition concepts 

Oct. 31, 2011 

Guidance for ICAO Develop a final ICAO Circular for 
accredition concepts 

February 28, 2012 

ICAO Circular Presentation of final accreditation guidance 
Circular to Second NGAP Symposium 

April 10-13, 2012 
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SCHEDULE OF THE NEXT GENERATION OF AVIATION PROFESSIONALS (NGAP)/ 
TRAINAIR PLUS REGIONAL CONFERENCES 


 
 


1. The High-level Safety Conference (HLSC) and the 37th Session of the Assembly 
recommended that States support the Next Generation of Aviation Professionals (NGAP) initiatives. 
During 2011, ICAO will conduct six NGAP regional conferences. Six States generously offered to host 
these conferences and three of them have confirmed dates in the first half of 2011, as follows: 
 


a) Republic of Korea: 30 March to 1 April 2011; 
b) Morocco: 17 to 19 May 2011; and  
c) Romania: 28 to 30 June 2011. 


 
2. The objectives of these conferences are to: 
 


a) raise awareness at a regional level with States, regional organizations, operators, the 
industry, training providers and organizations, and students;  


b) exchange best practices and experiences on NGAP issues;  
c) open a discussion between ICAO, the aviation community and students in order to 


target and better direct NGAP initiatives;  
d) prepare for the next NGAP Symposium in 2012; and 
e) gather regional data to support the work of the NGAP Task Force. 


 
3. Each conference will be conducted over a three-day period. The first and second days 
will focus on worldwide and regional initiatives. Panels representing specific areas of the air transport 
system will present and debate on NGAP issues. The third day will be dedicated to the new TRAINAIR 
PLUS Programme (EB 2010/45 refers), in addition to an interactive workshop with students and visits 
organized by the hosting organization. 
 
4. All stakeholders of the air transport system (civil aviation authorities, international 
organizations, airlines, operators, maintenance centres, airports, air traffic services providers, training 
centres, manufacturers, etc.) will benefit from this event. The conferences will be free of charge. 
Information related to the conferences, including the draft programme, registration, general information, 
hotels and rates will be available soon at www.icao.int/training. Regional Offices will issue invitation 
letters for those States to which they are accredited. 
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4. Fourth Meeting of the NGAP Task Force 
 
4.1 Participants agreed that the next meeting of the NGAP Task Force be scheduled prior to the 
second NGAP symposium, currently scheduled for April 2012. It was tentatively proposed to hold the 
meeting from 24 to 26 October 2011 at ICAO Headquarters in Montreal.
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ATTACHMENT A 
 

THIRD MEETING OF THE NGAP TASK FORCE (NGAPTF/3) 
  

Programme 
 

Montréal, 7 to 10 February 2011 
 
 

Monday, 7 February 2011 – Plenary and Breakout sessions for flight crew and ATM sub-groups 
 
0830 – 0900 Registration 
0900 – 0930 Welcome: 

 
• D/ANB (Nancy Graham) 
• NGAP Task Force Chair (Tom Carney) 
• Logistics (Adriana Bonilla) 
• Participants’ introductions 
• Presentation of the programme (Tom Carney)

0930 – 1030 Plenary Session (chaired & facilitated by Tom Carney): 
 
The purpose of this first plenary session is to set the stage and to define in 
more details the approach the task force will take in developing its 
deliverables.   
 
To do this we need to:   
 

• Remember how the multi-crew pilot licence was the first step 
toward competency-based training in Annex 1 and why the 
competencies look like a job task analysis (Jim Dow) 

• Describe how ICAO documentation works (Annexes and PANS), 
and more specifically how the PANS Training is constructed – 
Presentation by ICAO Secretariat (Henry Defalque)  

• Revise our definition of competency so that it supports the 
improvement of performance towards excellence (Nicole Barrette-
Sabourin)  

 
Q&A  

1030 – 1045 Coffee/Tea Break 
1045 – 1200 We also need to appreciate the context in which the work of the NGAP Task 

Force is done. To do this, we will hear reports on: 
 

• An emerging association of European training providers (Peter 
Moxham) 

• Recent events in the US concerning flight crew training (Tom 
Carney) 

• Canada's approach to developing occupational standards for aviation 
(Rob Donald and Glenn Priestley) 

• A glimpse of ICAO forecasts for aviation personnel (Frédéric 
Malaud) 

 
Q&A (facilitated by Tom Carney) 

1200 – 1300 Lunch 
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1. A few words on ICAOe o ds o C O


Part of the UN System but independent


Created in December 1944  by the 
C i I i l Ci ilConvention on International Civil 
Aviation (Chicago Convention)


Membership:  190 States
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1. ICAO ‐ Objectives & Rolej


• Objectives (preamble to the Convention):
T t ti b t ti dTo promote cooperation between nations and 
people
To agree on certain principles and arrangements 


d h l l bin order that international civil aviation may be 
developed in a safe and orderly manner and that 
international air services may be established on 
th b i f lit f t it d t dthe basis of equality of opportunity and operated 
soundly and economically
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1. ICAO ‐ Objectives & Rolej
• Role of ICAO:


Limited in the Air Transport fieldLimited in the Air Transport field
Facilitation and Security


Essential in the Air Navigation fieldEssential in the Air Navigation field
Personnel, Operations, Maintenance, 
Airport, Communication, Air Traffic 
Management Meteorology AeronauticalManagement, Meteorology, Aeronautical 
Information, Accident Investigation, etc…
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1. ICAO ‐ Objectives & Rolej


Output: 


– Standards, Recommended Practices and guidance 
material
• 18 Annexes, 4 PANS and many manuals/circularsro


vi
si
on


s


18 Annexes, 4 PANS and many manuals/circulars


– Coordination of international air navigation activities


Pr
on • Regional Planning


– Implementation
• Implementation Support & Development (ISD)m


en
ta
tio


• Implementation Support & Development (ISD)
• Technical Co‐operation
• Audit ProgrammeIm
pl
em
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Plan of the presentationa o t e p ese tat o
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2. Hierarchy of ICAO provisions:e a c y o C O p o s o s


Standard
Non‐compliant States must file 
a difference!Standard


Doc 8143 “…specification must be such that its uniform 
application by all Contracting States is necessary in the 
i t t f f t l it f i t ti l i ilinterest of safety or regularity of international civil 
aviation.”


Recommended PracticeRecommended Practice
Doc 8143 “…uniform application by all Contracting States 
is desirable, but not essential in the interests of safety, 
regularity or efficiency of international civil aviation.”


SARPs are adopted by the ICAO Council and form the core of the 18 ICAO 
Annexes
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2. Hierarchy of ICAO provisions:e a c y o C O p o s o s


Procedures for Air Navigation Services (PANS)f g ( )


…operating practices as well as material considered too 
detailed for SARPs that amplify the basic principles in thedetailed for SARPs that…amplify the basic principles in the 
corresponding SARPs…
PANS do not have the same status as the Standards and 
Recommended Practices. PANS are approved by theRecommended Practices. PANS are approved by the 
Council and recommended to Contracting States for 
worldwide application.


Soon!


PANS‐TRG, PANS‐OPS, PANS‐ATM, PANS‐ABC & PANS‐AGA


Si ifi diff i d b li d i h AIP


NGAP TF Third Meeting


Significant differences are required to be listed in the AIP.
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2. Hierarchy of ICAO provisions:e a c y o C O p o s o s


Guidance material (Attachments to Annexes, ( ,
Circulars and Manuals)


T h i l l d i l id id dTechnical manuals and circulars provide guidance and 
information in amplification of the provisions of Annexes 
and PANS, and are intended to facilitate uniform 
application of these documentsapplication of these documents.


Manuals and Circulars are prepared and published under 
the authority of the Secretary Generalthe authority of the Secretary General


The ICAO Assembly directed that Manuals be kept up to 
date Circulars are not updated


NGAP TF Third Meeting
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2. Hierarchy of ICAO provisions:e a c y o C O p o s o s


Other provisions: Coordination of international p f
air navigation activities


Regional Air Navigation Plans
Approved by the Council
Facilities and services contracting States are expected toFacilities and services contracting States are expected to 
provide (Article 28)


R i l S l P d D 7030Regional Supplementary Procedures Doc. 7030
Procedural part of the ANP
Complementary regional material not found on ANP, 


NGAP TF Third Meeting
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Plan of the presentationa o t e p ese tat o


• A few words on ICAO – Objectives & Rolej
• Hierarchy of ICAO provisions
• Amdt 170 to Annex 1 17 N b 2011• Amdt 170 to Annex 1
• PANS‐TRG: Structure and 2011 Amdt


17 November 2011


Supported by a major update of Doc 9379, the Manual of Procedures for the 
Establishment and Management of a State’s PEL System. 
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3. Amendment 170 to Annex 1 ( 1/4)3 e d e t 0 to e ( / )


Approved Training Definitionpp g f
Approved training. Training conducted under special 
curricula and supervision approved by a Contracting 
St t th t i th f fli ht b iState that, in the case of flight crew members, is 
conducted within an approved training organization.


Approved training organization. An organization 
approved by and operating under the supervision of 
C t ti St t i d ith tha Contracting State in accordance with the 


requirements of Annex 1 to perform flight crew 
approved training.


NGAP TF Third Meeting
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3. Amendment 170 to Annex 1 ( 2/4)3 e d e t 0 to e ( / )


New Standards
• 1.2.8.3 Approved training for flight crew and air 
traffic controllers shall be conducted within an 
approved training organization.


1.2.8.4 Competency‐based approved training for 
aircraft maintenance personnel shall be conducted 
within an approved training organizationwithin an approved training organization.


Supported by a major update of Doc 9841, the Manual on the Approval of Flight 
Crew Training Organizations
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3. Amendment 170 to Annex 1 ( 3/4)3 e d e t 0 to e ( 3/ )


Enabler of alternative means of compliance
• Appendix 2, 3.1 A Licensing Authority may approve a 


training programme for a private pilot licence, 
commercial pilot licence, an instrument rating or an 
aircraft maintenance (technician/engineer/mechanic) 
licence that allows an alternative means of compliance 
with the experience requirements established by Annex 


d d h h d1, provided that the approved training organization 
demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Licensing 
Authority that the training provides a level of 


l i l h id d b hcompetency at least equivalent to that provided by the 
minimum experience requirements for personnel not 
receiving such approved training.
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3. Amendment 170 to Annex 1 ( 4/4)3 e d e t 0 to e ( / )


Miscellaneous
• Threat and error management knowledge and, 
where possible, skill requirements are introduced or p q
enhanced for aircraft maintenance personnel ,  air 
traffic controllers and flight dispatchers.


• Numerous notes introduced/amended.


• Transitional measures related to the powered‐lift 
category are extended till March 2015.
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Plan of the presentationa o t e p ese tat o
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PANS‐TRG: Structure in 2011 Amdt (1/3)S G St uctu e 0 dt ( /3)


Existing structure:
• Ch 1 – Definitions
• Ch 2 – General Provisions for CBT and assessment


– Introduction CBT approach to training & assessmentIntroduction, CBT approach to training & assessment, 
competency framework; example of an ISD methodology


• Ch 3 – CBT and licensing for the MPL
– Introduction Assessment Training– Introduction, Assessment, Training
– Appendices: training scheme, Competency units/ 


elements/performance criteria, guideline for implementation
– Attachments: guidance on design and development of an MPLAttachments: guidance on design and development of an MPL 


training programme, examples of training objectives, and TEM 
principles


• Ch 4 – Instructor, examiner, inspector and course 


NGAP TF Third Meeting
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developer competencies
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PANS‐TRG: Structure in 2011 Amdt (2/3)S G St uctu e 0 dt ( /3)


2011 Amendment‐ CBT for aircraft maintenance:f f
• New Chapter 4: CBT and assessment for aircraft 
maintenance personnel with:p
– Introduction, existing licences and training programmes, 
link between CBT and assessment and privileges, issues of 
li d th i ti A t T i ilicences and authorizations, Assessment, Training


– Appendices: guidelines for implementation, the 
competency units, elements and performance criteria, p y , p ,


– Attachments: guidance on design and development of a 
CBT programme, examples for deriving training objectives
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PANS‐TRG: Structure in 2011 Amdt (3/3)S G St uctu e 0 dt (3/3)


2011 Amendment – Evidence‐based training &g
Instructor, evaluator, inspector competencies:
• New Chapter: EBT for the recurrent training ofNew Chapter: EBT for the recurrent training of 
airline pilots with:
– Applicability, background and EBT philosophy


– Supported by the Manual of Evidence Based training


• Major update to the competencies of instructors, 
examiners/evaluators and inspectors (currently in 
chapter 4)
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PANS‐TRG:  the future ? S G t e utu e


Nicole will cover that!Nicole will cover that!
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CompetencyCompetency


Other Definitions ICAO PANS‐Training


• The ability to do something 
successfully (Oxford)
h b l d hi ll


A combination of skills, 
knowledge and attitudes 
required to perform a task• The ability to do something well 


(Cambridge)
• The ability to do something well or 


well enough to meet a standard


required to perform a task 
to the prescribed standard.


well enough to meet a standard
(Webster)


• A group of related behaviours, 
based on job requirements, which j q ,
describe how to successfully do 
work. They describe what highly 
successful performance looks like 
and enable individuals to excel (TC)and enable individuals to excel (TC)







Outcomes of DefinitionsOutcomes of Definitions


Other ICAO PANS‐TrainingOther


Competency framework


ICAO PANS Training


Competency frameworkCompetency framework 
that describes the job 
requirements 


Competency framework 
resulting from job and task 
analysisq


+


what good performers 


y


g p
do







Flight Crew – Command CompetenciesFlight Crew  Command Competencies


Competency framework Technical competenciesCompetency framework 
that describes the job 
requirements 


Technical competencies


AND  +


what good performers do. Non‐technical 
competenciescompetencies







Flight Crew – Command CompetenciesFlight Crew  Command Competencies


Competency framework Technical competenciesCompetency framework 
that describes the job 
requirements 


Technical competencies
(already in ICAO 
document)


AND 


what good performers do.
+


Non‐technicalNon technical 
competencies
(not in PANS‐Training)( g)







Non‐technical CompetenciesNon technical Competencies


• Transportable across aviation domainsTransportable across aviation domains 
(communication, leadership, teamwork, 
monitoring, problem solving, etc…)


• Broken down into observable and measurable 
actions specific to each domain


• Aimed at improving performance towards 
excellence (novice to expert)







Flight Crew – Command CompetenciesFlight Crew  Command Competencies


Competency framework Technical competenciesCompetency framework 
that describes the job 
requirements 


Technical competencies
(already documented)


AND  +


what good performers do. Non‐technical 
competenciesWill require a review of competencies
(not documented in PANS‐
Training)


Will require a review of 
ICAO definitions related to 


competency to 
accommodate this without  g)
excluding job and task 
analysis approach.







ATCO & ATSEP CompetenciesATCO & ATSEP Competencies


Competency framework Technical competenciesCompetency framework 
that describes the job 
requirements 


Technical competencies
(not documented)


AND  +
Step 1


what good performers do. Non‐technical 
competenciescompetencies
(not documented)


Step 2







The Future of PANS‐TrainingThe Future of PANS Training


• ICAO facilitates the workICAO facilitates the work


• Requires all stakeholders to work together 
(association service providers industry(association, service providers, industry, 
regulators, training and education providers, 
etc )etc.)
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International Professional 
Pilot Training Group  (IPPTG)


A focus for Professional Flight‐crew 
training and FCL regulatory issues.


ICAO NGAP Meeting ‐ February 2011







IPPTGIPPTG


• Aims and Objectives.Aims and Objectives.
To work with Regulators and other parties involved in the
regulation and operation of Professional Pilot Crew Training
with the objective of ensuring a practical system which leadswith the objective of ensuring a practical system which leads
to a high quality of graduate and meets the needs of the air
carrier industry.


and


To ensure that flight safety standards are maintained and
enhanced.


ICAO NGAP Meeting ‐ February 2011







IPPTGIPPTG


• HistoryHistory
Originally formed in 2008 to address issues arising during the
European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) discussions on their
proposals for Flight Crew Licensing. The Group then
comprised some 12 members.


Formally established in November 2010 at the Heads of
Training meeting at the EATS (European Aviation Training
Symposium) with a much wider objective following pressure
from the training industry


ICAO NGAP Meeting ‐ February 2011







IPPTGIPPTG


• MembershipMembership
Membership is open to members from three categories:


Flight Training Organisations whose principle business is the 
training of Pilots for Professional qualifications.


Type Rating Training Organisations


Airline Training Departments


ICAO NGAP Meeting ‐ February 2011







IPPTGIPPTG


RepresentationRepresentation


IPPTG is recognised by:


EASAEASA


The European Commission 


The Aviation Group of the European ParliamentThe Aviation Group of the European Parliament


ICAO NGAP Meeting ‐ February 2011







IPPTGIPPTG


• Where are we now?Where are we now?
Over 70 members from 20+ countries and growing quickly.


All the major TRTOs are members including most multi‐
national organisations.


All major European major FTOs are members


Training departments from a significant number of airlines in 
Europe which are not represented by AEA.


ICAO NGAP Meeting ‐ February 2011







IPPTGIPPTG


• Group Administration


Offices located in the UK


Full time staff seconded from a European Trade Association


Annual membership fee kept to €750.00 solely to meet travel and 
accommodation costsaccommodation costs.


Non Profit making. 


All work undertaken electronically


Annual meeting held in conjunction with EATS.g j


ICAO NGAP Meeting ‐ February 2011







IPPTGIPPTG


Where Next?Where Next?


Within Europe the IPPTG is only as good as the sum total ofWithin Europe the IPPTG is only as good as the sum total of
the membership. Politically established bodies will only
respond to a pan‐European group, thus the need to ensure
that all major members of the industry based in all Statesthat all major members of the industry based in all States
become members of IPPTG.


We have excellent relationships with AEA and with IAAPS but
our objective is to involve all those companies worldwide who
have the objective of good training practice.


ICAO NGAP Meeting ‐ February 2011







IPPTGIPPTG


I would like to thank you for your attentionI would like to thank you for your attention


f i h f h i f i l f l fIf you wish further information please feel free 
to contact me at 


petermoxham@aol.comp @


ICAO NGAP Meeting ‐ February 2011
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Aviation Accreditation Board Aviation Accreditation Board 
International (AABI)International (AABI)( )( )


Recent Events in the U.S. Concerning 
Flight Crew Training and Flight Officer 


Qualification
ICAO NGAP Task Force 


Dr. Thomas Carney, AABI Past President
and NGAP Task Force Chairpersonand NGAP Task Force Chairperson


February 7, 2011







T B i A Di l iT B i A Di l iTo Begin … A DisclaimerTo Begin … A Disclaimer


Many groups in the U.S. (including AABI) have 
worked diligently to seek a measured and 
reasonable response to the calls for increasedreasonable response to the calls for increased 
flight crew experience and competencies in 
U.S. air carrier operations
There is “more to the story” than what we can 
discuss here today; we hope to be released to 
discuss those issues very soondiscuss those issues, very soon.







Th FOQ ARCTh FOQ ARCThe FOQ ARCThe FOQ ARC


First Officer Qualifications Aviation 
Rulemaking Committee
ChronologyChronology
The Bills & the Law
Elements of the ARCElements of the ARC
Strategy







ChronologyChronologygygy


Copy of Legislation (HR 3371) Aug.  3 , 2009py g ( ) g ,
Letter to Congressman Mica Aug. 6
Educators begin to fight Aug. 14
Met with staffers in DC Sept. 3


– Proposed Amendment to Bill
Met with Cgr. Oberstar/Costello/Mica Sept. 15
Testified to Committee on behalf of AABI Sept. 23


– “Quality not Quantity”Quality not Quantity
Call from Mica Oct. 3


– Language in HR 3371 favorable to educators
AABI visit to Adm. Babbitt Apr. 6, 2010
Served on FOQ ARC Jul 19 – Sep 10
HR 5900 passed, becomes public law 111-116 Aug 1
ARC submitted to FAA Sep 10 & Sep 20







FAA R i d Ti Li f NPRMFAA Revised Time Line for NPRM 







HR 3371 S ti 11HR 3371   Section 11







HR 5900  Section 216
August 1, 2013







HR 5900 S ti 217HR 5900  Section 217







HR 5900  Section 217


This was the reason for the First Officer Qualification ARCThis was the reason for the First Officer Qualification ARC







HR 5900  Section 217







M b f th FOQ ARCM b f th FOQ ARCMembers of the FOQ ARCMembers of the FOQ ARC


Air Line Pilots Association (ALPA)
Air Transport Association (ATA)
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA)Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA)
Aviation Accreditation Board International (AABI)
Coalition of Airline Pilots Associations (CAPA)
N ti l Ai Di t Alli /F d ti (NADA/F)National Air Disaster Alliance/Foundation (NADA/F)
National Business Aviation Association (NBAA)
Pilot Career Initiative (PCI)( )
Regional Airline Association (RAA)







2010 Ti t bl f th FOQ ARC2010 Ti t bl f th FOQ ARC2010 Timetable of the FOQ ARC2010 Timetable of the FOQ ARC


•July 19 – 23
•Agree on the attributes (the mission) required of a safe and 
professional First Officer in FAR Part 121 air carrier operations.
D t i h t i f i d t i i b t t•Determine what mix of experience and training best creates 


those attributes (including hours of flight experience, flight 
training, ground training, operational experience)


•August 9 – 13
•Define academic training that can be substituted for flight 
hours experiencehours experience
•Define most suitable certification level







2010 Timetable of the FOQ ARC2010 Timetable of the FOQ ARC2010 Timetable of the FOQ ARC2010 Timetable of the FOQ ARC
•August 16 – 20


•August 17 – 18 – Clean up open items
•August 19 - 20 – Finalize consensus recommendations and 
minority opinions


•August 23 - September 3
•Draft recommendations


September 10•September 10
•Report due to the FAA Associate Administrator for Aviation 
safety


•September 20
•Final report due to FAA Administrator







El t f th ARCEl t f th ARCElements of the ARCElements of the ARC
The emphasis was on “Quality notThe emphasis was on Quality, not 
Quantity”
Discussions centered on required q
competencies and minimum experience 
level 
Th j it d i it i iThere were majority and minority opinions
We hope the aviation education 
community will be satisfied with highercommunity will be satisfied with higher 
education’s position in the flight time 
credits plan 
Gag order until NPRM published (June 
2011?) or otherwise released by the FAA







Pilot Source StudyPilot Source Study
The Pilot Source Study (PSS)
– Incredibly important and will have significant impact


G id d th FOQ ARC i l d d i th fi l t– Guided the FOQ ARC, included in the final report
– Harmonization of research and metrics between 


ICAO and PSS is desirable
f fThree characteristics of the most successful 


first officer pilots entering initial airline 
training were found to be:training were found to be:
– Graduated from an accredited flight education program
– Had some experience as a CFI
– Had between 500 and 1000 flight hoursg


Further Research (PSS Phases III & IV) now 
being planned


Th l i t h i d il t– The goal is to approach required pilot 
competencies and knowledge scientifically and 
objectively







What Will Most Likely Be Specified What Will Most Likely Be Specified 
in the NPRMin the NPRM


f h P 121 Fi Offif h P 121 Fi Offifor the Part 121 First Officerfor the Part 121 First Officer
Increased Training and Skills g
Requirements
A new “ATP Qualification” for the Part 121 
Fi t OffiFirst Officer
Increased Flight Time Requirements
– Multi-engine Cross Country etcMulti engine, Cross Country, etc.,


A plan to provide credit for academic 
education and training toward the 1,500 g
hour mandate 







T S iT S iTo SummarizeTo Summarize
HR 5900 & (PL 111-216 … the FAA Extension Act) called for an 
expert panel to recommend first officer qualification criteria amongexpert panel to recommend first officer qualification criteria among 
other airline training & operational issues


– The legislation contained implications of specified competencies 
l i h ldi f i l tifi treplacing mere holding of a commercial certificate


– The legislation contained a 1,500 flight hours requirement for first 
officer qualification, with provision for academic training credit
Th l i l ti d dli 1/28/11 f NPRM l 8/2/11– The legislation deadlines were 1/28/11 for an NPRM release, 8/2/11 
for release of the rule; effective rule date 8/2/13


– FOQ-ARC formed and provided recommendations to FAA in 
September 2010p


– Content of FOQ-ARC report has not been “officially” released to the 
public


– Recent information suggests NPRM release has been postponed to 
6/8/116/8/11







T S iT S iTo SummarizeTo Summarize
FAA Reauthorization now being considered by g y
Congress
– Very broad draft, still in committee


Bottom line: situation regarding U.S. First Officer 
Qualifications are in flux


NTAS 2011 (3/20/11) ill t k th fNTAS 2011 (3/20/11) will take up the means of 
meeting FOQ competencies, will not address hours 
requirements


We strongly recommend that ICAO member states not 
emulate the U.S. process or assume an outcome 







Q i ?Questions?
Comments?Comments?
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CCAA Skills DevelopmentCCAA Skills Development 
for the


Next Generation of Aviation Professionals Task Force
February 7 2011February 7, 2011


Robert Donald
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Robert Donald
Executive Director







• A Sector Council is not a Trade Association


• Funding – from Canadian Government 
approximately 85% of total budget


• Our Origin - Canadian Aviation Maintenance Council
– Skills Development
– Occupational Standards, Certification, Curricula, 


Accreditation, etc.


• Today 
– Much broader than “Aviation Maintenance”
– Demographics/critical skills shortage
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CCAA Board of Directors
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CCAA Skills Development


Road MapRoad Map


• National Occupational Standards with supporting 


logbooks 


C tifi ti i 26 ti• Certification in 26 occupations


• Curricula for post-secondary training organizations and 


for high schoolsg


• Accreditation of training organization programs


• Training 
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Occupational Standards


• Industry identifies occupations which would• Industry identifies occupations which would 


benefit from standards.


• Industry Experts identify the experience and 


knowledge required to perform various 


aviation occupations and develop a listing of 


skills needed to perform the occupation 


“professionally”.
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Using technical committees of experts and practitioners, from all 


26 Occupational Standards
g p p ,


sectors of the industry, CCAA developed the national occupational 
standards with industry:


• Aircraft Gas Turbine Engine Repair and • Aviation Machinist*
• Aviation Maintenance InspectorOverhaul Technician*


• Aviation Painter*
• Aircraft Interior Technician*
• Aviation Special Processes Technician*
• Aircraft Maintenance Technician


• Aviation Maintenance Inspector
• Aviation Mechanical Component Technician*
• Aviation Non Destructive Inspection 


Technician*
• Aircraft RefuellerAircraft Maintenance Technician


• Aviation Welding Technician*
• Aircraft Propeller Systems Technician*
• Avionics Maintenance Technician
• Aircraft Reciprocating Engine Technician*


Ai ft Si l t T h i i


• Aviation Ground Services Attendant
• Aircraft Mechanical Assembler
• Aviation Maintenance Manager
• Composite Fabricator
• Aircraft Structures Assembler• Aircraft Simulator Technician


• Aerospace Materials Specialist*
• Aircraft Structures Technician
• Electrical/Electronics/Instrument 


Component Technician*


Aircraft Structures Assembler
• Electrical/Electronic Assembler
• Quality Assurance Manager
• Quality Systems Auditor


p


Standards with an asterisk are recognized by Transport Canada Ref: Airworthiness Notice C009 for personnel 
working in an Approved Maintenance Organization (AMO).


C CC O S R d


6


11 Curricula have been developed based on the CCAA Occupational Standards in Red. 







Upcoming Occupational Standards


• Commercial Pilot (to be completed by June 2011)


• Remote Operations Worker


• Transport of Dangerous Goods Instructor


• Airside Worker at airports
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Occupational Standard - Example


Index - Aircraft Gas Turbine EngineIndex - Aircraft Gas Turbine Engine 
Repair & Overhaul Technician


Block A — Safety
Task 1 - Demonstrates Safe Working Practices and Techniques
Block B — Engine Inspection (Incoming)
T k 2 R E i f Shi i C t i St dTask 2 - Removes Engine from Shipping Container or Stand
Task 3 - Conducts Visual Inspection
Task 4 - Verifies Documentation
Task 5 - Prepares for Disassemblyp y
Block C — Engine Disassembly
Task 6 - Removes Engine Externals
Task 7 - Disassembles Engine into Modules/Sections 
Task 8 Disassembles Modules/Sections/External AccessoriesTask 8 - Disassembles Modules/Sections/External Accessories 
Task 9 - Cleans Parts, Modules and Sections
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Occupational Standard - Example


Index - Aircraft Gas Turbine Engine


Block D — Parts, Modules and Sections Inspection


Index - Aircraft Gas Turbine Engine 
Repair & Overhaul Technician


Task 10 – Verifies Documentation for Inspection
Task 11 – Conducts Inspections
Task 12 – Prepares Rework Procedures
Task 13 – Conducts Minor Rework Procedures
Task 14 – Conducts Final Inspection of Components and Parts
Block E — Engine Assembly
Task 15 – Verifies Documentation for Engine Assembly
Task 16 – Assembles Parts into Sub-Assemblies 
Task 17 – Assembles Sub-Assemblies into Modules and/or Sections 
Task 18 – Re-Assembles Modules and/or Sections into Engine
Task 19 – Installs External Accessories
Task 20 – Completes Engine-Build Documentation
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Occupational Standard - Example


Index - Aircraft Gas Turbine EngineIndex - Aircraft Gas Turbine Engine 
Repair & Overhaul Technician


Block F — Engine Testing
Task 21 – Conducts Pre-Test Inspection 
Task 22 – Prepares Engine for Testing
Task 23 – Test-Runs Engine 
Task 24 – Removes Test Equipment
Task 25 – Conducts Post-Test Inspection
Block G — Engine Dispatch
Task 26 – Prepares Engine for Shipping
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CCAA Certification of Individuals


Skills Development
CCAA Certification of Individuals


• Provides national recognition of competencies andProvides national recognition of competencies and 
capabilities


• Provides credibility, credentials and proof of qualifications


E bl t bilit f lifi ti• Enables portability of qualifications 


• Employers know what the certified individual can do –
without the need for further verification


• Certification has been proven to reduce incidents and 
accidents – resulting in improved efficiency, greater safety 
and lower costs
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Certification Requirements


Aircraft Gas Turbine EngineAircraft Gas Turbine Engine 
Repair & Overhaul Technician


To qualify for certification with CCAA, the applicant must 
possess the necessary knowledge and skills (confirmed by 
an evaluator) and have acquired a minimum of thirty-six (36) 
months in the occupation.


CCAA will apply credit for completion of a CCAA-accredited 
Gas Turbine Engine Repair & Overhaul course as part of theGas Turbine Engine Repair & Overhaul course as part of the 
minimum thirty-six (36) months, on a month-for-month basis, 
up to a maximum of twelve (12) months.
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Curricula 
11 Curricula & Instructor Guides11 Curricula & Instructor Guides


• Aircraft Gas Turbine Engine Repair and Overhaul Technician
• Aircraft Interior Technician
• Aircraft Maintenance Technician*


Ai ft P ll S t T h i i ( d d l t)• Aircraft Propeller Systems Technician (under development)
• Aircraft Structures Technician*
• Aviation Non-Destructive Inspection Technician
• Aviation Machinist (under development)Aviation Machinist (under development)
• Aviation Mechanical Component Technician
• Aviation Painter
• Aviation Welding Technician
• Avionics Maintenance Technician*
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Curricula 
Aircraft Gas Turbine EngineAircraft Gas Turbine Engine 


Repair & Overhaul Technician


• British Columbia Institute of Technology
• Collège Édouard-Montpetit- École nationale 


d’ é t h id’aérotechnique
• École des métiers de l'aérospatiale de Montréal
• Holland College


N i I tit t f A li d T h l CAHRD• Neeginan Institute of Applied Technology, CAHRD
• StandardAero
• Stevenson Aviation and Aerospace Training 


C / CCentre/Red River College
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CCAA Accreditation of Training Organizations


Ensures Training Organizations have an integrated and standardized 
approach to training, which is documented in their Training Control 
M l d lid t d b CCAA ditManual and validated by a CCAA audit.
Every aspect of the training program is examined:


> Program Content > Tools & Equipment Program Content  Tools & Equipment
> Resources > Record Keeping
> Facilities > Advisory Committee
> Administration > Faculty Qualifications &> Administration > Faculty Qualifications & 
Evaluation
> Quality System > Faculty Professional Development 
> Management and Organizational Structure> Management and Organizational Structure


Employers know what students have been taught – regardless of 
which college they attended
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CCAA Accredited Training Institutes
Post-Secondary – 48 Programs – 24 Institutionsy g
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CCAA Secondary School Programs
Aviation Maintenance Orientation Programs


(AMOP) in 24 High Schools, 8 Provinces, 2 Territories
C f C CAir Cadet League of Canada – Across Canada
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Projects Completed in 2010


• Skilled Workforce for the Future (Youth)


• Safety Management Systems


• Human Resources Study of the Commercial Pilot In Canada


• Airports Occupation Rationalization Study with CACAirports Occupation Rationalization Study with CAC


• Aviation and Aerospace Technician Accelerated Training Courses 


Assessment (Short Courses)


CCAA/CADA A i ti d A C /P S• CCAA/CADA Aviation and Aerospace Courses/Programs Survey


• Enhanced Logbook Signing Authority (ELSA) (Evaluators)


• Labour Market Information System (LMIS)


• Prior Learning Assessment and Recognition (PLAR)


•Welder


•Aviation Maintenance Technician
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Projects - Consultation
e.g. Safety Management Systems Implementation Needs 


Survey
ISSUE ATAC


NATA
Industry
BCAC


SAC MAC HAC/Heli CAC/
Airports


CBAA/
BA


Information 
Sharing


X X X X X X
Sharing


National 
HR/SMS 
Committee


X X X X


SMS Specialized X X X X X X Xp
Training:


Quality 
Assurance


X X X X X X


Emergency 
Response


X X X X X
Response 
Planning


Fatigue Risk 
Management 
System


X X X X X


Program X X XProgram 
Validation 


X X X


Message 
Delivery


X
Workshops


X
Convention 
workshop


X
Convention 
Workshop


X
Remote 
ops-
distance


X Online 
learning
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distance 
learning







SMS Executive Committee Members


Projects - Consultation


• Carol Kavish, Porter AirlinesCarol Kavish, Porter Airlines
• Robert MacMillan, Air Canada
• Savik Ramkay, Contractor
• Karen Digenova, Aerospace Welding Inc.Karen Digenova, Aerospace Welding Inc.
• France Labelle, Exceltech Aerospace
• Andy Vasarins, Canadian Airport Council
• Sean Darcy West JetSean Darcy, West Jet
• Dave Ronson, Standard Aero
• Mike Doiron, Moncton Flight College
• Bruce Dwyer Algonquin CollegeBruce Dwyer, Algonquin College
• Dennis Doersam, Red River College
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Projects - Consultation
e.g. Quality Systems Auditor Occupational Standard SMS Implementation Workshops


• Ottawa, December 3-4, 2009 with First Air (Beta Test)
• Winnipeg January 12 13 2010 with MAC• Winnipeg, January 12-13, 2010 with MAC
• Saskatoon, January 14-15, 2010 with SAC
• Halifax, March 9-10, 2010 with Nova Scotia Community College
• Whitehorse/Yellowknife, February 15-16 /18-19, 2010 with NATA
• Hamilton, February 24-25, 2010 with Cargojet
• Quebec City, April 11-13, 2010 with HAC
• Brampton, Ontario with Brampton Flying Club
• Vancouver, May 19-20, 2010 with BCAC/BCITa cou e , ay 9 0, 0 0 t C C/ C
• Buttonville/Toronto, June 9-10, 2010 with AvAd/Toronto Airways
• Dawson Creek, BC, June19-20, 2010 with Northern Lights College
• Ottawa, August 10-11, 2010 with Transport Canada
• Montreal August 23 24 2010 with CQFA (translated workshop)• Montreal,August 23-24, 2010 with CQFA (translated workshop)
• Calgary, August 24-25, 2010 with SAIT Polytechnic
• Halifax, February 7-8, 2011 with Nova Scotia Community College
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CCAA Active Projects


• Commercial Pilot - Occupational Standards
• AMT Curriculum Update
• Transition and Student Workforce Issues


• Transition of skilled personnel from other sectors and 
within our sector


• Apprenticeship
• Dual Credits (e.g. for high school AMOP graduates)


• Skilled Workforce for the Future – (attracting youth to the 
industry)


• Career Focus IV
• Human Resources Action Plan for Employers and Training 


Organizations
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CCAA Proposals


Short Course Development
• Maintenance Manager
• Document Navigation/Air Regulations 


Introduction and Refresher
• Aviation English
• Audit Management• Audit Management


New Occupational Standards
• Remote Operations Aviation Worker
• Transportation of Dangerous Goods Trainerp g
• Airside Worker


3D Learning Tools
Composite Fabricator Curriculum Development
Commercial Pilot & Instructor Curriculum Development
Mature Workforce Retention Strategy
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Human Resource Studies: 2001, 2003, 2010
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Pilot Occupational Standard 
Development Project


National Occupational Standard: Canadian Commercial Pilots


p j


Project Goalojec Goa


The major goal of this project is to go beyond the 
existing licensing requirements for Canadianexisting licensing requirements for Canadian 
Commercial Pilots to further develop and enhance the 
professionalism of pilots for the benefit of the industry, 
its employers, users and the travelling public.p y g p
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Pilot Occupational Standard 
Development Projectp j


The project will produce a National Occupational 
Standard for pilots (with appendices) AnStandard for pilots (with appendices). An 
occupational standard will facilitate development of 
further products such as:


i i i l• training curricula 
• selection and recruitment 
• experience and performance-based logbook
• enhance safetyenhance safety
• certification
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Executive Committee and Focus
Group Members


Over 200 industry representatives from all aviationOver 200 industry representatives from all aviation 
sectors participated in focus group meetings and 
interviews across Canada.


Executive Committee includes:Executive Committee includes:


• Airline Pilots Association 
• Air Transport Association of Canada
• Canadian Owners and Pilots associationsCanadian Owners and Pilots associations
• College of Professional Pilots
• Helicopter Association of Canada
• Manitoba Aviation Council
• Northern Air Transport AssociationNorthern Air Transport Association
• Air operators and colleges
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General Structure of an Occupational Standard
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Skill Block Development
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Essential Skills Guide
The Nine Essential Skills


Through extensive research, the Government of Canada and other 
national and international agencies have identified and validatednational and international agencies have identified and validated 
nine Essential Skills. These skills are used in nearly every 
occupation and throughout daily life in different ways and at different 
levels of complexity.


• Reading Text
• Document Use


• Working with Others
• Continuous Learning


• Numeracy
• Writing
• Oral Communication


• Thinking Skills
• Computer Use


The occupational standard describes what operational skills are 
needed. The Essential Skills Guide outlines the importance of 


30


personal skills to a specific occupation.







Levels of Complexity


Levels of complexity are a rating tool by which all 
‘essential skills” are measured. Complexity levels from 1 
(basic tasks) to 4 or 5 (advanced tasks) are assigned to 
example tasks performed by a worker in a specific jobexample tasks performed by a worker in a specific job. 


For instance, the ability to work with others is different 
for a single pilot float operations compared to a multi 
crew operations.
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Value of Certification 
and Logbook for Pilotsg


Better recognition of required skills to assist 
employers in pilot selection and training


Better recognition of a pilots non flying 
experiences and training history


Opportunity for transfer of currency requirementsOpportunity for transfer of currency requirements 
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Industry Acceptance of Pilot Occupational 
Standard Development Project


Good Afternoon Glenn,


Th di i ki i i b f l l I lik h


p j


The direction you are taking is going to be a very useful tool. I like the way 
you break out all the major groups 406 through 705, then have each of those 
broken out into the various types of operation and finally get down to specific 
jobs. 


It has the appearance of how we structured our “best practices manuals” for 
our SMS. Lots of work but the final product will be very useful for everyone; 
people looking at aviation as a career, the training institutions and the air 


toperators.
Great Job!


Cheers,
B b LBob Lamoureux
Director of Flight Operations
Alta Flights (Charters) Inc.
P.O. Box 9831
Ed t Alb t T5J 2T2
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Canada’s Airport Occupations Study


Another recent study by CCAA which will lead to occupationalAnother recent study by CCAA which will lead to occupational 
standards for airport workers
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Thank You


C t t I f ti


Gl P i tl


Contact Information


Glenn Priestley
Director, Accreditation and Certification
E-mail: gpriestley@avaerocouncil.ca


Robert Donald 
Executive Director
E-mail: rdonald@avaerocouncil.ca


Canadian Council for Aviation & Aerospace
Tel.: 613-727-8272, ext. 258
Toll-free: 1-800-448-9715
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ICAO 
Aviation 
P l


``Incoming shortage`` of


il i C


Personnel 
Forecasts 


pilots, maintenance, ATC
2010‐2030


Available tools as of today


to quantify?
ICAO Doc 9956


to quantify?


Economic Analysis and 
Policy Section (EAP)
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ICAO 


1) Existing forecasts:
Aviation 
P l1) Existing forecasts:


• Airlines needs only
e g 18K new jets by 2020


Personnel 
Forecasts e.g. 18K new jets by 2020


x10 (crew ratio)=180K pilots
D id d t i l d ll


2010‐2030
• Decided to include all
commercial air transport ICAO Doc 9956


(heavy pax/cargo jets, regional 
jets, turboprops, business jets) Economic Analysis and 


Policy Section (EAP)
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ICAO 


2) Existing forecasts:
Aviation 
P l) g


• Provide only requirements
eg: 18K new pilots/year 


Personnel 
Forecasts g p y


• Real question: will enough
be trained until 2030?? Compare:


2010‐2030
‐ Requirements (growth & ratios)
‐ Training capacities (reported to  ICAO Doc 9956


ICAO by Contracting States)
• New publication available... Economic Analysis and 


Policy Section (EAP)
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ICAO 
Aviation 
P lPersonnel 
Forecasts 
2010‐2030


ICAO Doc 9956


Economic Analysis and 
Policy Section (EAP)
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ICAO 
Aviation 
P lPersonnel 
Forecasts 
2010‐2030


U d l i ti


ICAO Doc 9956


• Underlying assumptions: 
traffic‐fleet‐movement growths


Economic Analysis and 
•Fleet breakdown: 
passenger/cargo/other


Policy Section (EAP)
p g g
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ICAO 
Aviation 
P lPersonnel 
Forecasts 
2010‐2030


ICAO Doc 9956•Tables (globally and by region)


Economic Analysis and •User‐friendly graphs
Policy Section (EAP)
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ICAO 
Aviation 
P lPersonnel 
Forecasts 
2010‐2030


ICAO Doc 9956
Pilots


•Different scenarios (crew ratios)


Economic Analysis and 


Different scenarios (crew ratios)
•New pilots required annually (fleet 
growth)
A l i i i i (S ) Policy Section (EAP)•Annual training capacities (States)
→Shortage/surplus by region
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ICAO 
Aviation 
P lPersonnel 
Forecasts 
2010‐2030


Maintenance personnel


ICAO Doc 9956


Maintenance personnel


•New personnel required annually (fleet 
th)


Economic Analysis and 


growth)
•Annual training capacities (States)


Policy Section (EAP)→Shortage/surplus by region
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ICAO 
Aviation 
P lPersonnel 
Forecasts 
2010‐2030


Air traffic controllers


ICAO Doc 9956•Annual personnel needed annually 
(movement growth)


Economic Analysis and 


(movement growth)
•Annual training capacities (States)


/ Policy Section (EAP)→Shortage/surplus by region
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ICAO Bonuses ((‐;


Aviation 
P l


•Different assumptions for attrition rate
(retirement waves, esp. pilots)


Personnel 
Forecasts 


•Specific simulation for ATCOs based on 
operational improvements (SESAR, 


2010‐2030
NextGen)


•Regional overview: specific initiatives


ICAO Doc 9956


Regional overview: specific initiatives 
in regions to address training issues


•ICAO’s vision for the Next Generation of


Economic Analysis and 


•ICAO s vision for the Next Generation of 
Aviation Professionals


Policy Section (EAP)
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ICAO 
Aviation 
P lPersonnel 
Forecasts 
2010‐2030


h k !
ICAO Doc 9956


Thank you!


Frederic Malaud
Economic Analysis and 


Frederic Malaud
fmalaud@icao.int


Policy Section (EAP)
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ICAO 
Aviation 
P lPersonnel 
Forecasts 
2010‐2030


ICAO Doc 9956


Economic Analysis and 
Policy Section (EAP)
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ICAO 
Aviation 
P lPersonnel 
Forecasts 
2010‐2030


ICAO Doc 9956


Economic Analysis and 
Policy Section (EAP)
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1300 - 1700 Breakout sessions for flight crew and ATM sub-groups 

 
The purpose of the breakout sessions is to progress work towards specific 
deliverables for the flight crew and ATM sub-group. The outcome of the 
discussions in these sub-groups will be reported to the plenary in the 
afternoon of 8 February. 

Coffee/Tea Breaks to 
be scheduled as 
convenient, but no 
later than 1500 hours 
(Cafeteria closes at 
1530) 

Flight Crew Sub-group (facilitated 
by Jim Dow) 
 
• MPL Considerations (tentative) 
• Instructor/evaluator competencies 

- (Jim Dow) 
Report on the instructor/evaluator 
competencies developed by ITQI 
for inclusion in PANS Training – 
Next steps. 

•  Inspector competencies (Jim 
Dow) 
This will be a brainstorming 
session to generate preliminary 
material for units, elements and 
performance criteria for inspector 
competencies for those inspectors 
assigned work related to 
competency-based training. 

• Command competencies (Miguel 
Marin) 
This will be a brainstorming 
session to generate preliminary 
material for units, elements and 
performance criteria for command 
competencies. 

• Discussion on the feasibility of a 
global longitudinal study of first 
officer competencies (Boeing) 

• How to progress the work: 
timelines, deliverables, virtual 
and face to face meetings 
opportunities and focal points 
(Jim Dow) 

ATM Sub-group (facilitated by Farid 
Zizi) 

• Introduction: scope of the work 
of the ATM sub-group and 
deliverables for ATCOs and 
ATSEPs (Farid Zizi) 

• Discussion and consensus on the 
ground rules for the ATM 
deliverables: level of detail, 
competency based approach, 
commonalities with other parts of 
PANS-TRG. This will include a 
discussion on the assumptions 
that will underlie the approach 
used in developing the 
deliverables. (Farid Zizi and 
Francois Robert) 

• Identification and collection of 
relevant materials to the 
development of the deliverables 
from as many parts of the world 
as possible  (Farid Zizi and 
Francois Robert) 

• Presentation and discussion of 
working papers proposed (Farid 
Zizi and Michel Gaulin)  

• Distribution of tasks for future 
work (Farid Zizi) 

• How to progress the work: 
timelines, deliverables, virtual 
and face to face meetings 
opportunities and focal 
points(facilitated by Farid Zizi) 

 
 




Towards Comp
Framework for ATFramework for AT


How to build a com
documentation in ICdocumentation in IC
purpose of proper T


ProfessioProfessio


petency Based 
TM ProfessionalsTM Professionals


mpetency based 
CAO to serve theCAO to serve the 
Training for ATM 
onalsonals.


Direction générale de l’Aviation civile







AgendaAgenda


Introduction of the Con


Ground Rules of the s


Collection of similar woCollection of similar wo


Presentation/discussioPresentation/discussio


Di t ib ti f t kDistribution of tasks


2


ntext, defining the Scope Monday


tudy Mondayy


ork Monday/ Tuesdayork


on of working papers


Monday/ Tuesday


Tuesday AMon of working papers Tuesday AM


Tuesday PM


22







D fi i C tDefining Compet
profess


3


t i f ATMtencies for ATM 
sionals


33







Competency: One 
fdefinitions


•Competency: the definitions
- Implementation of capacities


situation
- Validated Operational Know


C bi ti f k h- Combination of know-how, e
precise context


Be Competent ≠ To Ha


“Act with Competency”


(Implement professional 
skills and use pertinent


4


skills and use pertinent 
resources)


of the possible 


s to act properly in a professional 


w-how
i d b h i d ixperiences and behaviors, used in a 


ave some Competencies


“To Have Resources to 
Act with Competency”


44







Competency basedCompetency based
•Define objectives and sub-obje
needed to be a professional afteneeded to be a professional afte


•Select the proper profiles to lim


•Minimise theoretical knowledgeg
acquisition


•Choose the proper methodolog
the defined objectivethe defined objective


•Adapt the curriculum to the ope


•Train to take pertinent initiative 
multidisciplinary situations


•Prepare to develop and progres
to the potential evolution of the jop j


5


d Approachd Approach
ctives of know-how and knowledge 


er job and task analysiser job and task analysis


mit the risks of failure


e acquisition and optimise skill q p


gy and pedagogical tool to serve 


erational need of the job


in complex, evolutive and 


ss professionally as well as adapt 
ob


55







C t d lCompetency develop
strategy towards reg


6


t d t i ipment and training 
gulation obligation


66







The Role of RegulaThe Role of Regula
•In a Safety oriented world, Reg


•Regulation supports safety by d
order to certify training


B


•Regulation may hinder evolutio
interpretation of the rules or it is 


•Too strong regulation may also
professionals for innovative conc


•Too strong regulation may blocToo strong regulation may bloc


•Inappropriate rules may hinder 
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ationation
ulation and ruling plays a key role


defining clear standards to fulfill in 


BUT


on in case there is poor 
not adapted to new environment


o hinder capacity to prepare future 
cepts or future career steps.


ck people in one-way itineraryck people in one way itinerary


pedagogic innovation


77







Regulation should be m


•Identification of changes and ne


•Get the flexibility to remain the 
operation within the different sta
regulation letting room for Nation
their local situationtheir local situation


•Take at the same time a safety
and competency based approac
th i t j b l ti dtheir career to job evolution and 


⇒Do not over regulate
⇒Create some flexibility ay


•Identify small and productive ch
change process on an internatio


•Work with the idea of the next g•Work with the idea of the next g
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anaged like an alive system


eeds


basis for common and safe 
tes but address the proper level of 
nal Safety Authorities to adapt to 


 related approach and a human 
ch allowing people to adapt during 


f j b t th thmove from one job to the other


nd bridgesg
hanges to avoid non applicable 


onal scale


generation competence paradigmgeneration competence paradigm


88







What we try to achy


•Define Common Competency f
serve competency based approaserve competency based approa


•Define corresponding performa
objectives in national or regional


•Support implementation by har
tools


•Support global harmonization aSupport global harmonization a
workforce for the development o


•Support States in their duty to r
plans and homologate training cplans and homologate training c


What we do not wanWhat we do not wan
•Define Training Curricula or eve


•Hinder evolution related to Nex
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Hinder evolution related to Nex


•Develop Career profile or qualif


ieve


framework for ATM professionals to 
ach among the worldach among the world


ances to help defining training 
l context


monising training practices and 


and availability of competentand availability of competent 
of aviation


regulate training, assess training 
entresentres


nt to achievent to achieve
en detailed training objectives


xt Generation ATM
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xt Generation ATM
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From Identificatio
t Tto Tr


COMPREHENSIONCOMPREHENSION


New
Situation/
Concept


Competency


?
Competency
IDENTIFICAT


EXPERIENCE
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n of Competencies
i iraining


!!Context
O i ti!!Organization
Performances


TION 
Training objectives


Training
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From Identification 
T iTrai


Job and Task AnalysisJob and Task Analysis


ATM 
Profession


Competency &
Performance


?
Framework


ICAO Cooperative Work


ICAO


11 PANS-TRG


of Competencies to 
i iining


!!Context
O i ti!!Organization
Performances


& 
e


Training objectives


Training
States Training Providers
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National or Regional
Regulation


Curriculum







Finding the 
f fffor efficie


Training Performanceg
COMPETENCE


PEDAGOGICAL
LIMITS
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Optimum Pedagogical approa


Optimal way 
ent training


Long term adaptation 
of professional skills


Technical & OpeningTechnical & Opening


Capacity to act
operationally 
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Main Challenges in aMain Challenges in a 


•Conformity to operational requi


xt •Technical evolution
Technology
Working methodsC


on
te


x


g
Regulation


•Evolution of working organizatio


•I t l bilitd 
to


 th
e 


•Internal mobility
Access to management leve
Access to training responsibR


el
at


ed


Involvement in Regulation a
•Necessity of cooperation skills


Team workingTeam working
Networking


•Looking at systems and organiz
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professional careerprofessional career


rement
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bilities
and System development


zations from above
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Available ICAO MaAvailable ICAO Ma
•Annex 1


•D 9868 PANS TRG•Doc 9868-PANS-TRG
Chapter 3: Competency-based
Linear approach
Very much Task driven


•Doc 9906-Quality Assurance Manu
Chapter 2: General Provisions f
Assessment
Linear approach
Very much Task driven


•D 9868 A d t f Ai ft•Doc 9868- Amendment for Aircraft
Chapter 4: Competency-Based 
Maintenance Personnel
Identification of various domainsIdentification of various domains
Very much Task driven


•Doc 7192- Training Manual for Air
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•Under Study: AIM Competency-Ba


terialterial


training and licences for the MPL


ual for Flight Procedure Design
for Competency-Based Training and 


M i t P lMaintenance Personnel
training and Assessment for Aircraft 


ss


Safety Electronics Personnel (ATSEP)
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Other Material AvaOther Material Ava
•Europe: Common Core Conten


Detailed Training Objecti esDetailed Training Objectives
Performance framework und
Used for Regional regulation


of curriculaof curricula
•UK: CAA Cap624


Key Roles and Topics defini
High levelHigh level


•FAA: Development of Perfor
Control Specialists


Long and apparently exhausLong and apparently exhaus
Level of importance of task 


•Australia: Qualification rules
V D t il dVery Detailed
Skill and employability orien


•Others?
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ition for various ATCO Ratings


rmance Standards for Air Traffic


stive list of tasksstive list of tasks
and difficulty of learning associated


nted
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CONCLCONCL


Our challenge:


Structure the Competency-Structure the Competency
and ATSEPs to express a
describing the variety
technological conditionstechnological conditions.


The next challenge:g


Define the performances at
Based Frameworks.
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LUSIONLUSION


Based Framework for ATCOsBased Framework for ATCOs
all the competencies without
of contexts, ratings and


ttached to these Competency-
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One way tOne way t
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Tuesday 8 February 2011 – Flight Crew and ATM sub-groups (Continued) 
 
0900 - 1530 Breakout sessions for flight crew and ATM sub-groups (Continued) 

 
The purpose of the breakout sessions is to progress work towards specific 
deliverables for the flight crew and ATM sub-group. The outcome of the 
discussions in these sub-groups will be reported to the plenary in the 
afternoon of 8 February. 

Coffee/Tea Breaks to 
be scheduled as 
convenient, but no 
later than 1500 hours 
(Cafeteria closes at 
1530) 

Flight Crew Sub-group (facilitated 
by Jim Dow) 
 
• MPL Considerations (tentative) 
• Instructor/evaluator competencies 

- (Jim Dow) 
Report on the instructor/evaluator 
competencies developed by ITQI 
for inclusion in PANS Training – 
Next steps. 

•  Inspector competencies (Jim 
Dow) 
This will be a brainstorming 
session to generate preliminary 
material for units, elements and 
performance criteria for inspector 
competencies for those inspectors 
assigned work related to 
competency-based training. 

• Command competencies (Miguel 
Marin) 
This will be a brainstorming 
session to generate preliminary 
material for units, elements and 
performance criteria for command 
competencies. 

• Discussion on the feasibility of a 
global longitudinal study of first 
officer competencies (Boeing) 

• How to progress the work: 
timelines, deliverables, virtual 
and face to face meetings 
opportunities and focal points 
(Jim Dow) 

ATM Sub-group (facilitated by Farid 
Zizi) 

• Introduction: scope of the work 
of the ATM sub-group and 
deliverables for ATCOs and 
ATSEPs (Farid Zizi) 

• Discussion and consensus on the 
ground rules for the ATM 
deliverables: level of detail, 
competency based approach, 
commonalities with other parts of 
PANS-TRG. This will include a 
discussion on the assumptions 
that will underlie the approach 
used in developing the 
deliverables. (Farid Zizi and 
Francois Robert) 

• Identification and collection of 
relevant materials to the 
development of the deliverables 
from as many parts of the world 
as possible  (Farid Zizi and 
Francois Robert) 

• Presentation and discussion of 
working papers proposed (Farid 
Zizi and Michel Gaulin)  

• Distribution of tasks for future 
work (Farid Zizi) 

• How to progress the work: 
timelines, deliverables, virtual 
and face to face meetings 
opportunities and focal 
points(facilitated by Farid Zizi) 

1530 – 1700 Plenary (chaired by Tom Carney) 
Report of flight crew and ATM sub-groups (Jim Dow, Farid Zizi) 
 
Discussion and Q&A
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Wednesday 9 February 2011 - Outreach 
 
0900 – 1015 - 
Outreach 
 
1015 – 1030 – Break 
 
1030 – 1200 - 
Outreach 
 
1200 – 1300 –Lunch 
 
1300 – 1500 - 
Outreach 
 
1500 – 1515 – Break 
 
 

Plenary 

Presentation on airport professionals (Dr. Othman Al Khouri) 

Outreach initiatives underway (Paul Bates) 
• High School Kit (Mitch Cockburn and Stephan Korobaylo) 
• Plan to reach out to aviation students (Mitch Cockburn and Stephan 

Korobaylo) 
• Presentation of the proposed NGAP website (Hervé Touron and 

Dawn Flanagan) 
o Brainstorming on populating the website (facilitated by 

Paul Bates) 
• Regional Conferences for 2011 leading to 2nd NGAP symposium  

o Schedule of regional conferences (Mostafa 
Hoummady/Hervé Touron)  

o Standard programme and description of panel and themes 
of regional conferences (Mostafa Hoummady/Hervé 
Touron) 

o Description of what we will take away from regional 
conferences (Paul Bates) 

• Discussion on 2nd symposium (Paul Bates) 
o What should the theme be? 
o What should be the outcomes? 

• Other outreach initiatives 
o 7 December 2011: international civil aviation day (ICAO 

Secretariat) 
o ICAO training reports (Nicole Barrette) 

• How to progress the work: timelines, deliverables, virtual and face 
to face meetings opportunities and focal points 

 
1515 –  1700 
 

Plenary (chaired by Tom Carney) 
 
Presentation of programme for accreditation sub-group (Tom Carney) 
 
Summary by NGAP Task Force Chair of meeting discussions including 
deliverables (Tom Carney) 
 
Ways and means to support the work of the NGAP Task force and 
scheduling of the fourth meeting (Tom Carney)

 




Human Capital Challenges Facing the Middle East 
Aviation Industry


Dr. Othman Al Khouri


Director - GCAS


NGAP Workshop - ICAO


7th – 10th Feb 2011







Middle East Workforce Requirements


• Despite many parts of the world economy being in the downturn, the Middle
East faces a major Challenge in attracting and retaining professional workforce
including nationals for its key industries, i.e. Aviation


• The global crisis may ease the bottleneck of available overseas talent pool, but
as the global economy recovers, a major skill deficit will be inevitable


• According to the world bank, the middle east needs to create 54 million jobs
over the next 10 years to maintain its growth pattern and needs to maintain
Average Annual GDP growth rates of 6-8 % between now and 2020


2


..the battle for human 
resources will be tough but 


essential  to achieving 
sustainable growth







Do these headlines look familiar?


• ICAO Addresses Shortage of Skilled Aviation Professionals (ICAO, March 9, 
2010)


• Aviation needs a million more workers (Boeing, September 2010)


• Workforce survey suggests Aerospace / Aviation facing challenging 
environment (Aviation Week, 2010)


• Skills shortage looms again (Orient Aviation, Oct 2010)


• Pilot shortage challenges Middle East aviation (AMEinfo, March 23 - 2008)


• Middle East Growth Presents Huge Challenges for Recruiters (Aviation 
Recruitment , July 2009)


• GCC facing ‘Serious’ pilot shortage (ArabianBusiness.com, March 2010)


• Is a Mechanic Shortfall Looming? (ATE&M, 2008)
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The Middle East aviation industry is booming, here 


is why:
• US$ 200 billion worth of aircraft orders 


planned in MENA till 2020


• 50% of world’s aircraft orders are from 
the Middle East (28% of all wide body 
orders as of 2010 from ME)


• 2,340 new airplanes will be required in 
MENA by 2029. 


• US$ 100 Billion worth of airport 
expansion projects, which includes at 
least 8 new runways in GCC region. 
Biggest planned airport expansion 
projects anywhere in the world 


• 16.8% and 17.1% RPKs and FTKs in 2009 –
the fastest growing in the world 


• 1,124 airplanes in active service in MENA 
as of 2010
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Middle East Aviation Growth


• The growth of the aviation industry will drive demand across every discipline 
including:


– Pilots


– Cabin Crew


– Engineers


– Air traffic controllers


– Ground Staff and Airport Handling


– Administration & Management


8


..each of these role require 


training, which will impact 


not only on airlines/airports 


but on every supplier across 


the value chain.







ICAO and IATA estimates 
a multiplier of 4.8 indirect 
jobs are created for every 


aviation industry 
employee
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Magnitude of the Shortage


• World wide aviation industry will need 
466,650 new pilots by 2029 to fly the new 
25,000 aircraft planned for the next 20 
years (Boeing, 2010)


• By 2020, the number of pilots, engineers, 
and cabin crew in GCC is expected to 
exceed 100,000 (CAPA, 2009)


• By 2020, the number of employees 
required at Middle East Airports would 
rise to 300,000 from its current level of 
147,000 employees. 


• Studies show that we will need 480,000 
new aviation technicians by 2026. (Boeing 
T&FS 2009)


– Americas – 180,000


– Europe/CIS – 120,000


– Middle East – 20,000


– Africa – 15,000


– Asia-Pacific – 150,000


0
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100000


150000


200000


250000


300000
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2019/20
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Current Challenges of Aviation Workforce


• Not enough graduates from universities, colleges, aviation institutions


• Significant lead time to transfer and transition the knowledge from experienced employees


• New aircraft require new skills and knowledge


• Lack of harmonization in global regulations


• Not harmonized global initiatives to update regulation/guidelines


• Obsolete aviation training standards & methodologies


• Lack of accreditation for Airport/Aerodrome professions
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Human Resources Dilemma in Aviation


Employer Perspective


• Productivity


• English proficiency


• Experience


• Control & Commitment


Employee Perspective


• Middle class expectation


• White Collar jobs


• No retail/service/technical


• Life long employment


Government/Private


• Salaries/Wages


• Working hours & 
conditions


• Career Development


• Retirement Benefits
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Why Is Aviation Training A Concern?


Infrastructure


Harmonization


Technology


Competency


Image


Competition
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Aviation Training Disciplines


Maintenance Engineering


Air Traffic Mgmt


Safety Mgmt Systems


Pilot Training


Airline/Airport Mgmt


Cabin Crew Training


Leadership


Customer Service


IT


Aviation Law


Airline Finance/Accounting


Aircraft Leasing


Airport Charges


Fares & Ticketing


Revenue Mgmt & Sales
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Not a Quick Fix..


Identification of 


critical skills and 
skill gaps


16


Identification of 


critical skills and 
skill gaps


Building & passing 


expertise through 


knowledge transfer


Developing and 


keeping talented 
employees


+


Best - in – Class Practices for Talent Management, Retention, and 


Development


Integrated Talent Management Approach


Achieve Greater Organizational Synergy & 


Retain the “Institutional Knowledge”


In – depth assessment of competency 


requirements leading to a comprehensive 
Training Needs Analysis (TNA)


Highly detailed action plan documented with 


training needs leading to a comprehensive 
Training Master Plan (TMP)







Effective Talent Management


Attract the Best


Understand expectations to determine Success factors


Select the Best


Adaptation to learning climate in the aviation industry


Develop the Best


Technology driven / communication skills


Retain the Best


Understand customers and competition


Reward the Best


Recognition of performance through sound objectives
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Conclusions


• All vested stakeholders in the Middle East Aviation sector need be aligned in 
order to achieve meaningful results within the next decade and commit to the 
following: 


– Align resources and  HR strategies


– Motivate and inspire the young generation to study and pursue aviation 
careers


– Synergize the efforts of government, educators, and stakeholder partners in 
building tomorrow’s workforce


– Emphasize incorporation of new training technologies and blended learning 
instead of the conventional delivery methods


– Synergizing and optimal deployment between HR, management, technical, 
and training institutions. 
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Thank you..
www.gcas.ae


NGAP Workshop - ICAO


7th – 10th Feb 2011
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International Civil Aviation Organizationg


NGAP REGIONAL CONFERENCES







OutlineOut e


What happened after the NGAP symposiumWhat happened after the NGAP symposium


What is next


Format of the events roles and responsibilitiesFormat of the events, roles and responsibilities


Programme


ThemesThemes


Your ideas are welcomed
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NGAP Regional ConferencesG eg o a Co e e ces


What happened after the NGAP symposium:What happened after the NGAP symposium:


– The High Level Safety Conference (April 2010)


– The 37th Session of the Assembly (Sep‐Oct 2010)The 37th Session of the Assembly (Sep Oct 2010) 


Both high level meetings recommended that States 
should support the work of the NGAP initiatives.should support the work of the NGAP initiatives. 
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NGAP Regional ConferencesG eg o a Co e e ces


Effective way to reach the Next Generation and aviationEffective way to reach the Next Generation and aviation 
stakeholders:


– Convey the message and share experiencey g p
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NGAP Regional ConferencesG eg o a Co e e ces


What is nextWhat is next


ICAO is organizing in 2011 6 NGAP‐TRAINAIR_PLUS 
Regional Conferencesg


ICAO issued an EB announcing these Regional 
Conferences


Regional Conferences generously hosted by States or 
organizations 
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NGAP Regional ConferencesG eg o a Co e e ces


Objective of the Regional Conferences:Objective of the Regional Conferences:
– To develop awareness and establish effective 
communication links at a regional level with States, 
regional organizations, the industry, and students;


– To provide a forum to exchange best practices and 
i i NGA l d hexperiences on various NGAP related matters at the 


regional level; and


To reach out to the Next Generation: open a discussion– To reach out to the Next Generation: open a discussion 
link between ICAO, the aviation community and the 
students in order to target and better direct NGAP 
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initiatives.







NGAP Regional ConferencesG eg o a Co e e ces


Confirmed:Confirmed:
– Seoul:  30 March – 1 April 2011;


Morocco: week 17 May 2011;– Morocco: week 17 May 2011;


– Romania: week 27 June 2011;


B i di t dBeing coordinated
– Nigeria: September 2011


– Brazil: November 2011


– Paris: 1‐2 December 2011
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NGAP Regional ConferencesG eg o a Co e e ces


Other request may be taken for 2012Other request may be taken for 2012


NGAP Symposium April 2012
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Event Formate t o at
The conference is covering three (3) days:


The first and second days presents worldwide and regional– The first and second days presents worldwide and regional 
initiatives; panels representing specific areas of the air 
transport system will debate on NGAP issues. 


– The third day is dedicated to specific activities, including 
presentation of a major ICAO programme (TRAINAIR PLUS), an 
interactive workshop for students and visits of some nationalinteractive workshop for students, and visits of some national 
highlights such as training facilities, industrial site, etc...
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Roles and Responsibilitieso es a d espo s b t es
ICAO:


ICAO manages the conference programme including the– ICAO manages the conference programme, including the 
coordination of the schedule and the selection of the lecturers 
and moderators;


– The host organization is responsible for all other activities 
(logistics, registration, communication, promotion, 
administration simultaneous interpretation social events )administration, simultaneous interpretation, social events…)
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Programmeog a e
8 Panels:


Panel 1: NGAP Overview– Panel 1: NGAP Overview


– Panel 2: Global & Regional Outlooks;


– Panel 3: Aircraft manufacturers;;


– Panel 4: Airports / Maintenance / ATS;


– Panel 5: Regulators;


– Panel 6: Operators;


– Panel 7: Training Centers;


– Panel 8: Training Providers;
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Themese es
Panel 1: NGAP Overview


Presentation of the NGAP initiative;– Presentation of the NGAP initiative;


– Report on Task Force work;


– Professional shortage (pilots, maintenance technicians, ATS, g (p , , ,
airport jobs…), overview of the problem and magnitude from 
international organizations, current work to address issues;


SUGGESTIONS?– SUGGESTIONS?
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Themese es
Panel 2: Global and Regional Outlooks


Impact of Next Gen and SESAR on global aviation system;– Impact of Next Gen and SESAR on global aviation system; 


– Human Resources planning in large regions;


– Overview on the region's challenges;g g ;


– Aviation in the region, availability of funding, statistics on the 
economic development;


– Overview on the region's demographics, access to education…


– SUGGESTIONS?
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Themese es
Panel 3: Aircraft Manufacturers 


Impact on training of new and upcoming technologies on– Impact on training of new and upcoming technologies on 
board aircrafts (pilots, maintenance);


– Any issue in finding and recruiting qualified personnel? How 
do they select / train their workforce?


– SUGGESTIONS?
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Themese es
Panel 4: Airports / Maintenance / ATS


HR requirements and planning impact of new technologies– HR requirements and planning, impact of new technologies, 
anticipated shortage and solutions…


– SUGGESTIONS?
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Themese es
Panel 5: Regulators


NGAP issues in the country– NGAP issues in the country


– Local initiatives


– How is the planning being done, how do they ensure training p g g , y g
capacity meets their requirements?


– SUGGESTIONS?
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Themese es
Panel 6: Operators


Main issues they are facing (training human resources impact– Main issues they are facing (training, human resources, impact 
of technology…), solutions they have identified


– SUGGESTIONS
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Themese es
Panel 7: Training Centers


Approaches to professional shortage new initiatives new– Approaches to professional shortage, new initiatives, new 
training technologies, implementation of competency based 
training


– SUGGESTIONS?
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Themese es
Panel 8: Training Providers (simulation) 


Training trends new technologies available expected impact– Training trends, new technologies available, expected impact 
on professional shortage


– SUGGESTIONS?
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International Civil Aviation Organizationg


International Aviation Day:International Aviation Day:
7 December







International Aviation Dayte at o a at o ay
Proposal: 7 December 2011 to be dedicated to NGAP


Inviting States to celebrate this day by conductingInviting States to celebrate this day by conducting 
various activities, such as (only brainstorming!!):
– Visits of pilots various aviation professionals in schoolsVisits of pilots, various aviation professionals in schools


– Open doors programme (for schools or general public)
• Industrial sites (manufacturing plants, maintenance centres…)


• Government facilities (ATC, Airports…)


• Aviation museums (free entry)


• Aviation universitiesAviation universities


– First flight experience (flying clubs)


– Designing an “aviation promotion” video clip, to be projected 


22


on various medias (youtube) and on airliners via Inflight
Entertainment







International Civil Aviation Organizationg


Questions / Suggestions?





lalakkattussery
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Aviation Accreditation Board Aviation Accreditation Board 
International (AABI)International (AABI)( )( )


Recent Events in the U.S. Concerning 
Flight Crew Training and Flight Officer 


Qualification
ICAO NGAP Task Force 


Dr. Thomas Carney, AABI Past President
and NGAP Task Force Chairpersonand NGAP Task Force Chairperson


February 7, 2011







T B i A Di l iT B i A Di l iTo Begin … A DisclaimerTo Begin … A Disclaimer


Many groups in the U.S. (including AABI) have 
worked diligently to seek a measured and 
reasonable response to the calls for increasedreasonable response to the calls for increased 
flight crew experience and competencies in 
U.S. air carrier operations
There is “more to the story” than what we can 
discuss here today; we hope to be released to 
discuss those issues very soondiscuss those issues, very soon.







Th FOQ ARCTh FOQ ARCThe FOQ ARCThe FOQ ARC


First Officer Qualifications Aviation 
Rulemaking Committee
ChronologyChronology
The Bills & the Law
Elements of the ARCElements of the ARC
Strategy







ChronologyChronologygygy


Copy of Legislation (HR 3371) Aug.  3 , 2009py g ( ) g ,
Letter to Congressman Mica Aug. 6
Educators begin to fight Aug. 14
Met with staffers in DC Sept. 3


– Proposed Amendment to Bill
Met with Cgr. Oberstar/Costello/Mica Sept. 15
Testified to Committee on behalf of AABI Sept. 23


– “Quality not Quantity”Quality not Quantity
Call from Mica Oct. 3


– Language in HR 3371 favorable to educators
AABI visit to Adm. Babbitt Apr. 6, 2010
Served on FOQ ARC Jul 19 – Sep 10
HR 5900 passed, becomes public law 111-116 Aug 1
ARC submitted to FAA Sep 10 & Sep 20







FAA R i d Ti Li f NPRMFAA Revised Time Line for NPRM 







HR 3371 S ti 11HR 3371   Section 11







HR 5900  Section 216
August 1, 2013







HR 5900 S ti 217HR 5900  Section 217







HR 5900  Section 217


This was the reason for the First Officer Qualification ARCThis was the reason for the First Officer Qualification ARC







HR 5900  Section 217







M b f th FOQ ARCM b f th FOQ ARCMembers of the FOQ ARCMembers of the FOQ ARC


Air Line Pilots Association (ALPA)
Air Transport Association (ATA)
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA)Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA)
Aviation Accreditation Board International (AABI)
Coalition of Airline Pilots Associations (CAPA)
N ti l Ai Di t Alli /F d ti (NADA/F)National Air Disaster Alliance/Foundation (NADA/F)
National Business Aviation Association (NBAA)
Pilot Career Initiative (PCI)( )
Regional Airline Association (RAA)







2010 Ti t bl f th FOQ ARC2010 Ti t bl f th FOQ ARC2010 Timetable of the FOQ ARC2010 Timetable of the FOQ ARC


•July 19 – 23
•Agree on the attributes (the mission) required of a safe and 
professional First Officer in FAR Part 121 air carrier operations.
D t i h t i f i d t i i b t t•Determine what mix of experience and training best creates 


those attributes (including hours of flight experience, flight 
training, ground training, operational experience)


•August 9 – 13
•Define academic training that can be substituted for flight 
hours experiencehours experience
•Define most suitable certification level







2010 Timetable of the FOQ ARC2010 Timetable of the FOQ ARC2010 Timetable of the FOQ ARC2010 Timetable of the FOQ ARC
•August 16 – 20


•August 17 – 18 – Clean up open items
•August 19 - 20 – Finalize consensus recommendations and 
minority opinions


•August 23 - September 3
•Draft recommendations


September 10•September 10
•Report due to the FAA Associate Administrator for Aviation 
safety


•September 20
•Final report due to FAA Administrator







El t f th ARCEl t f th ARCElements of the ARCElements of the ARC
The emphasis was on “Quality notThe emphasis was on Quality, not 
Quantity”
Discussions centered on required q
competencies and minimum experience 
level 
Th j it d i it i iThere were majority and minority opinions
We hope the aviation education 
community will be satisfied with highercommunity will be satisfied with higher 
education’s position in the flight time 
credits plan 
Gag order until NPRM published (June 
2011?) or otherwise released by the FAA







Pilot Source StudyPilot Source Study
The Pilot Source Study (PSS)
– Incredibly important and will have significant impact


G id d th FOQ ARC i l d d i th fi l t– Guided the FOQ ARC, included in the final report
– Harmonization of research and metrics between 


ICAO and PSS is desirable
f fThree characteristics of the most successful 


first officer pilots entering initial airline 
training were found to be:training were found to be:
– Graduated from an accredited flight education program
– Had some experience as a CFI
– Had between 500 and 1000 flight hoursg


Further Research (PSS Phases III & IV) now 
being planned


Th l i t h i d il t– The goal is to approach required pilot 
competencies and knowledge scientifically and 
objectively







What Will Most Likely Be Specified What Will Most Likely Be Specified 
in the NPRMin the NPRM


f h P 121 Fi Offif h P 121 Fi Offifor the Part 121 First Officerfor the Part 121 First Officer
Increased Training and Skills g
Requirements
A new “ATP Qualification” for the Part 121 
Fi t OffiFirst Officer
Increased Flight Time Requirements
– Multi-engine Cross Country etcMulti engine, Cross Country, etc.,


A plan to provide credit for academic 
education and training toward the 1,500 g
hour mandate 







T S iT S iTo SummarizeTo Summarize
HR 5900 & (PL 111-216 … the FAA Extension Act) called for an 
expert panel to recommend first officer qualification criteria amongexpert panel to recommend first officer qualification criteria among 
other airline training & operational issues


– The legislation contained implications of specified competencies 
l i h ldi f i l tifi treplacing mere holding of a commercial certificate


– The legislation contained a 1,500 flight hours requirement for first 
officer qualification, with provision for academic training credit
Th l i l ti d dli 1/28/11 f NPRM l 8/2/11– The legislation deadlines were 1/28/11 for an NPRM release, 8/2/11 
for release of the rule; effective rule date 8/2/13


– FOQ-ARC formed and provided recommendations to FAA in 
September 2010p


– Content of FOQ-ARC report has not been “officially” released to the 
public


– Recent information suggests NPRM release has been postponed to 
6/8/116/8/11







T S iT S iTo SummarizeTo Summarize
FAA Reauthorization now being considered by g y
Congress
– Very broad draft, still in committee


Bottom line: situation regarding U.S. First Officer 
Qualifications are in flux


NTAS 2011 (3/20/11) ill t k th fNTAS 2011 (3/20/11) will take up the means of 
meeting FOQ competencies, will not address hours 
requirements


We strongly recommend that ICAO member states not 
emulate the U.S. process or assume an outcome 







Q i ?Questions?
Comments?Comments?
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Thursday 10 February 2011 - Accreditation 
 
0900 – 1015 – Work 
session 
 
1015 – 1030 – Break 
 
1030 – 1200 - Work 
session 
 
 
1200 – 1300 –Lunch 
 
1300 – 1500 - Work 
session 
 
1500 – 1515 – Break 
 
1515 –  1700 – Work 
session 
 
 

The purpose of this sub-group meeting is twofold: a) to discuss how 
accreditation of aviation university-degree granting programmes can be a 
means to support competency of the next generation of aviation professionals 
and b) to identify global initiatives that can support accreditation  
 

• Accreditation models: 

o AABI accreditation overview, structure and process (Tom 

Carney and Gary Kiteley) 

o European accreditation model overview (William Agius)  

o Asian perspectives on accreditation (Graham Hunt) 

o Report on ICAO Endorsement (Dawn Flanagan) 

• Discussion on global initiatives to support accreditation  
 

• How to progress the work: timelines, deliverables, virtual and face 
to face meetings opportunities and focal points (Tom Carney) 

 
 

 
 




Aviation Accreditation Board Aviation Accreditation Board 
International (AABI)International (AABI)( )( )


Raising the Standards for the NextRaising the Standards for the Next 
Generation of Aviation Professionals


ICAO NGAP T k FICAO NGAP Task Force 


Dr. Thomas Carney, AABI Past President 
and 


Mr. Gary Kiteley, AABI Executive Director







Introductions
Accreditation Definition and Overview
AABI Structure
Program Accreditation ProcessProgram Accreditation Process







Accreditation Definition and 
O er ieOverview







ac·cred·i·ta·tion
(ə-krĕd´-ə-tā´shən)n.
…the granting of approval to an institution 


of learning by an official review boardof learning by an official review board 
after the school or program has met 
specific requirements.specific requirements.







For specialized accreditors:p
A system for recognizing 
educational programs within 
institutions of higher learning 
that meet a defined set of 
standards/criteria granted bystandards/criteria – granted by 
private organizations.







Accreditation: What is it?
Types of accreditors:
– Regional
– Faith-Based and Careera t ased a d Ca ee
– Professional and Specialized


Who accredits the accreditors?Who accredits the accreditors?







Recognition/ApprovalRecognition/Approval


Recognition is given in United States by the Recognition is given in United States by the 
Department of Education as a condition for Department of Education as a condition for 
f d l id d t dit th t ditf d l id d t dit th t ditfederal aid, and to accreditors that accredit federal aid, and to accreditors that accredit 
institutions.institutions.
Licensure is granted by the government inLicensure is granted by the government inLicensure is granted by the government in Licensure is granted by the government in 
most countries outside the U.S. to institutions, most countries outside the U.S. to institutions, 
typically through the Ministry of Education.typically through the Ministry of Education.yp y g yyp y g y







AuthorizationAuthorizationAuthorizationAuthorization


AABI is recognized as a specialized accreditorAABI is recognized as a specialized accreditor
by theby the


COUNCIL ON HIGHER EDUCATION COUNCIL ON HIGHER EDUCATION 
ACCREDITATIONACCREDITATION


(CHEA)(CHEA)( )( )







Key ConceptsKey Conceptsy py p
Accreditation in an outcomes-based 
environment produces aviation professionalsenvironment produces aviation professionals 
whose competencies fill the requirements of 
the industry they serve.
This process also confers the requisite skills, 
judgment and knowledge to enhance 
graduates’ professional performance in thegraduates  professional performance in the 
aviation system.
Graduation from an accredited programGraduation from an accredited program 
provides a perspective of societal, leadership, 
environmental, business, and personal 


ibilit t i d b thresponsibility not acquired by other means.







BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground
• AABI established in 1988 


• CHEA recognized
Total Students by Option


14000• CHEA recognized


• The sole Specialized Accreditor of 2‐
& 4‐year aviation degree‐granting 
programs, world‐wide


8000


10000


12000


14000


– Aviation Management (2460 students)
– Aviation Maintenance (780 students)
– Avionics Electronics (53 students)


A i i S di
2000


4000


6000


Management


– Aviation Studies (1813 students)
– Flight Education (7527 students)
– Safety Science (113 students)
– Air Traffic Control (new AABI option)


0
Aviation


Management
Aviation


Maintenance
Aviation


Electronics
Aviation Studies Flight Education Safety Science Air Traffic


Control
Total Students


Enrolled 


Management
Maintenance
Electronics
Aviation Studies
Flight Education


Air Traffic Control (new AABI option)


• 91 programs currently‐accredited, in 
31 institutions throughout North 
America and Asia


Safety Science
Air Traffic Control


• Converted to outcomes‐based 
accreditation in 2007







Institutional AccreditationInstitutional Accreditation
AVIATION 


AABI FORM 217 – MEMBER INSTITUTION ACCREDITATION STATUS


TOTAL
AVIATION 


MGMT.
AVIATION 


MAINT.
AVIATION 


ELEC.
AVIATION 
STUDIES FLIGHT ED.


SAFETY 
SCIENCE


AIR 
TRAFFIC 


CONTROL


Institutions with 
Accredited Programs 31
Number of Programs 
Accredited 91 32 5 4 21 28 0 1
Institutions with 
Programs in g
Candidate Status: 
Reaffirmation 12


Number of Programs 
in Candidate Status: 
Reaffirmation 33 8 3 1 7 12 1 1
Institutions with 
Programs in 
Candidate Status: 
N 3New 3
Number of Programs 
in Candidate Status: 
New 11 4 1 1 2 1 0 1







AABI G lAABI G lAABI GoalsAABI Goals


To stimulate collegiate aviation program 
excellence and self-improvement.
To establish uniform minimum educationalTo establish uniform minimum educational 
quality standards.
To increase the credibility integrity andTo increase the credibility, integrity, and 
acceptance of collegiate aviation programs 
within institutions of higher education and 


i ti itiaviation communities.







SSScopeScope


The scope of AABI is to accredit nonThe scope of AABI is to accredit non--engineering engineering 
aviation programs at the associate, aviation programs at the associate, 
baccalaureate and graduate levels offered bybaccalaureate and graduate levels offered bybaccalaureate and graduate levels offered by baccalaureate and graduate levels offered by 
colleges and universities in the U.S. and colleges and universities in the U.S. and 
throughout the world.throughout the world.


AABI is the only recognized accreditor for AABI is the only recognized accreditor for 
i ti i th ldi ti i th ldaviation programs in the world.aviation programs in the world.







SSScopeScope


Collegiate Aviation Programs
Diploma Non-degree (outside USA)p g ( )
Two-year Associate degree (A.S., A.A.S.)
Four-year Baccalaureate degree (B.S.)
Graduate Master’s degree (M.S., M.B.A.)
Graduate Doctoral degree (ED., Ph.D.)







AABI Structure







AABI GovernanceAABI Governance
NonNon--Profit Corporation Profit Corporation –– 501c(3)501c(3)


Board of TrusteesBoard of Trustees 46 Members   46 Members   ThreeThree--Year TermsYear Terms
1414 EducatorsEducators1414 EducatorsEducators
1414 Industry (corporate & practitioners)Industry (corporate & practitioners)
55 TradeTrade
55 PublicPublic--atat--largelarge
55 I i lI i l55 InternationalInternational


OfficersOfficers TwoTwo--Year TermsYear Terms
PresidentPresident Paula DerksPaula DerksPresidentPresident Paula DerksPaula Derks
Vice PresidentVice President Paul CraigPaul Craig
TreasurerTreasurer Steve BrownSteve Brown
SecretarySecretary Juan MerktJuan Merkt
Past PresidentPast President Tom CarneyTom CarneyPast PresidentPast President Tom CarneyTom Carney


LiaisonsLiaisons
TransportCanadaTransportCanada Andrew ArmstrongAndrew Armstrong
ICAOICAO Ni l B ttNi l B tt S b iS b iICAOICAO Nicole BarretteNicole Barrette--SabourinSabourin
FAAFAA Peter DulaPeter Dula







Standing CommitteesStanding Committees
Management
N i ti•Nominating


•Bylaws and Policies & Procedures
•Strategic Planning
•Industry/Educator Forum
•Membership
•Corporate CommunicationsCorporate Communications
•Awards
•Safety Operatingp g


•Criteria
•Accreditation
•Guidance•Guidance







Ad H C ittAd Hoc Committees


•International
•Technology Based Education•Technology-Based Education
•2+2+2
•Graduate Criteria
•CHEA
•Task Force Forms Revisions







MembershipMembership
Arizona State University
Aviator College of Aeronautical Science
Auburn University
B id t St t U i it


North Shore Community CollegeNorth Shore Community College
Purdue UniversityPurdue University
Oklahoma State UniversityOklahoma State University
R k M t i C llR k M t i C ll


Educator Members (all categories)Educator Members (all categories)


Bridgewater State University
California State University
Concordia University (Canada)
Daniel Webster College
Delta State University


Rocky Mountain CollegeRocky Mountain College
Seneca College of Applied Arts & Seneca College of Applied Arts & 


Technology (Canada)Technology (Canada)
Southeastern Oklahoma State UniversitySoutheastern Oklahoma State University
(Durant, Oklahoma City and Tinker Air(Durant, Oklahoma City and Tinker Air
Force Base OK)Force Base OK)Dowling College


Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
(Daytona Beach, FL, and Prescott, AZ)


Everglades University
Florida Institute of Technology


Force Base, OK)Force Base, OK)
Southern Illinois University at CarbondaleSouthern Illinois University at Carbondale
St. Cloud State UniversitySt. Cloud State University
St. Louis UniversitySt. Louis University
Tennessee State UniversityTennessee State University
Texas Southern UniversityTexas Southern Universitygy


Florida Memorial University
Hampton University
Inter American University of Puerto Rico
Jacksonville University
Kansas State University - Salina


Texas Southern UniversityTexas Southern University
University of Alaska, AnchorageUniversity of Alaska, Anchorage
University of Central MissouriUniversity of Central Missouri
University of DubuqueUniversity of Dubuque
University of Louisiana at MonroeUniversity of Louisiana at Monroe
University of MarylandUniversity of Maryland Eastern ShoreEastern ShoreKansas State University Salina


Kent State University
Korea Aerospace University (Korea) 
LeTourneau University
Louisiana Tech University
Mercer County Community College


University of Maryland University of Maryland -- Eastern ShoreEastern Shore
University of Nebraska at OmahaUniversity of Nebraska at Omaha
University of North DakotaUniversity of North Dakota
University of OklahomaUniversity of Oklahoma
Utah Valley UniversityUtah Valley University
W t Mi hi U i itW t Mi hi U i itMercer County Community College


Middle Georgia College
Middle Tennessee State University
Minnesota State University, Mankato


Western Michigan UniversityWestern Michigan University
Westminster CollegeWestminster College
Yeditepe University (Turkey)Yeditepe University (Turkey)







MembershipMembership
Corporate MembersCorporate Members
Aerosim Academy
Air Line Pilots Association


Practitioner MembersPractitioner Members
Airspace Solutions
American AirlinesAir Line Pilots Association


Atlantic Southeast Airlines
The Boeing Company
Brown Aviation Lease, LLC
CAE, Inc.


American Airlines
Aviation Career Enrichment
Basin Electric Power Cooperative
CAPACG, LLC
Chevron Corporation


Cape Air/Nantucket Airlines 
Cessna Aircraft Company
Cirrus Design Corporation
Coalition of Airline Pilots Associations 
Diamond Aircraft Industries, Inc.


Emory University School of Law
Farragut International, LLC
Federal Express
JetQuick
Professional Aviation Board of CertificationDiamond Aircraft Industries, Inc.


Frasca International, Inc.
Jet Blue Airway Corporation
Remos Aircraft


Professional Aviation Board of Certification
Peter M. Morton Consulting, Inc.
Sandel Avionics
Talon Systems, LLC
UPS Airlines
Wolf Aviation FundTrade Association Members Trade Association Members 


Air Transport Association
Aircraft Electronics Association
AOPA Air Safety Foundation
G l A i i M f A i i


Wolf Aviation Fund


Liaisons Liaisons 
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
F d l A i i Ad i i i (FAA)General Aviation Manufacturers Association 


National Business Aviation Association
Women in Aviation International 


Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
Transport Canada







Program Accreditation Process







PeerPeer Reviewed ProcessReviewed ProcessPeerPeer--Reviewed ProcessReviewed Process
Accreditation process takes 24 monthsAccreditation process takes 24 monthsAccreditation process takes 24 monthsAccreditation process takes 24 months
Programs are reviewed Programs are reviewed every five yearsevery five years
C it iC it i t bli h dt bli h d b th B d fb th B d fCriteria Criteria are established are established by the Board of by the Board of 
TrusteesTrustees
Criteria under continuous Criteria under continuous reviewreview
OutcomesOutcomes--basedbased CriteriaCriteriaOutcomesOutcomes based based CriteriaCriteria
---- Evaluate the knowledge and skills from the education Evaluate the knowledge and skills from the education 
experience, not the academic resources and processexperience, not the academic resources and process


O it ll f t i d ditO it ll f t i d dit---- Omit all references to required creditsOmit all references to required credits







Steps to AccreditationSteps to AccreditationSteps to AccreditationSteps to Accreditation
ApplicationApplication
Approval of Candidate statusApproval of Candidate status
SelfSelf--Study phase (one year)Study phase (one year)SeSe Study p ase (o e yea )Study p ase (o e yea )
Visit phaseVisit phase
Team ReportTeam ReportTeam ReportTeam Report
Accreditation Committee deliberations Accreditation Committee deliberations 
and recommendationsand recommendations
Board of Trustees actionBoard of Trustees action
AppealAppeal







Curriculum requirements for AABI 
Accreditation


The curriculum is composed of these elements:


-- General Education
-- Aviation Core
-- Aviation Option (program-specific)







CurriculumCurriculum


College level math and science appropriate 
to program objectives


General education content that:
Complements technical content of the curriculum
Is consistent with institutional and program 
objectives







CurriculumCurriculum
Aviation Core
1. Professional Issues: Attributes of an aviation 


professional, career planning, and certification
2. Aircraft: Aircraft design, performance, operating g p p g


characteristics, and maintenance
3. Safety: Aviation safety and human factors
4. Legal & Labor Issues: National and international4. Legal & Labor Issues: National and international 


law,regulations, and labor issues
5. Resource Management: Airports, airspace, and 


air traffic controlair traffic control
6. Environmental: Meteorology and environmental 


issues







Curriculum
Accredited Aviation Options:


-- For Baccalaureate and
Associate programs:
ManagementManagement
Maintenance
ElectronicsElectronics
Aviation Studies
Flight EducationFlight Education
Safety Science
Air Traffic ControlAir Traffic Control







General Outcomes
Aviation programs MUST demonstrate that 


graduates have:g


An ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, 
science and applied sciencesscience, and applied sciences
An ability to analyze and interpret data
An ability to function on multi-disciplinary teamsAn ability to function on multi disciplinary teams
An understanding of professional and ethical 
responsibility
An ability to communicate effectively, including 
both written and verbal communication skills







General Outcomes
Continued:


A recognition of the need for and an ability toA recognition of the need for, and an ability to 
engage in, life-long learning
A knowledge of contemporary issuesg y
An ability to use the techniques, skills, and 
modern technology necessary for professional 
practicep
An understanding of the national and 
international aviation environment
An ability to apply pertinent knowledge inAn ability to apply pertinent knowledge in 
identifying and solving problems
An understanding of business sustainability in 


i tiaviation







I d t /Ed t FI d t /Ed t FIndustry/Educator ForumIndustry/Educator Forum


To help ensure currency and relevance of AABI 
Criteria
Industry presents at annual meeting (summer)Industry presents at annual meeting (summer)
– Topic of concern and interest to employers
– Competencies and attributes desired of graduates


A th t f i d t– Areas that are of common industry concern
Educators respond at winter meeting
– Response to industry inputResponse to industry input
– Curriculum and education impact assessment
– Propose possible changes to accreditation criteria


Si ifi t lt b i t d i t thSignificant results can be incorporated into the 
Criteria







Emphasis on Educational Emphasis on Educational 
OutcomesOutcomes


Accreditation in an outcomes-based 
environment produces aviation professionalsenvironment produces aviation professionals 
whose competencies fill the requirements of 
the industry they serve.y y
– Emphasis is on what is learned, not what is taught
– Close cooperation between educators and industry 


practitionerspractitioners
– The key is the quality of educational preparation, 


not the quantity of class/lab/flight hours accrued







LifeLife--long professional competencelong professional competence
This process also confers the requisite skills, 
judgment and knowledge to enhance 
graduates’ professional performance in thegraduates  professional performance in the 
aviation system
– An excellent academic preparation builds the 


foundation for excellence throughout the 
professional career of graduates


– This adherence to excellence and high standards g
should help to attract the best and brightest 
students to our disciplines


– Interesting and relevant curriculum content helps to g p
motivate and retain students







Accredited Programs Produce WellAccredited Programs Produce Well--
rounded Practitioners and Citizensrounded Practitioners and Citizensrounded Practitioners and Citizensrounded Practitioners and Citizens


Graduation from an accredited program 
provides a perspective of societal leadershipprovides a perspective of societal, leadership, 
environmental, business, and personal 
responsibility not acquired by other means.


T h i l i l ib f h– Technical competency is only one attribute of the 
Next Generation of Aviation Professionals


– The issues and challenges we face as a World 
community require citizens who can apply their 
education and knowledge to help find and 
implement solutionsp


– The accreditation process leads to programs that 
produce leaders, not just practitioners







In Closing…In Closing…
We are at an unprecedented inflection point in 
aviation education, and the attraction of young 
people to aviation careerspeople to aviation careers
To meet the need for the Next Generation of 
Aviation Professionals, we must have high , g
standards of education and training, to attract the 
best and brightest students
The foc s m st be on the O tcomes attained bThe focus must be on the Outcomes attained by 
graduates, and those Outcomes must be current 
and relevant, and must provide the Industry with p y
the skills it needs for safe and efficient operation
Specialized accreditation can be key in 
reaching these goalsreaching these goals
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Bologna and the ECTS Credit Point System
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What is it for?


The goals of the Bologna Process are


t i M bilit f t hi t ff d t d t• to increase Mobility of teaching staff and students,


• to improve Employability,


t h C titi• to enhance Competitiveness.
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What is it all about?


Lifelong learning is about


i i th iti f i l i i l di f l d• improving the recognition of prior learning, including non formal and 


informal learning;


ti fl ibl t d t t d d f d li• creating more flexible, student-centred modes of delivery;


• developing flexible learning paths, e. g. alternating between work and 


study;


• widening access to higher education.
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How are these goals achieved?


• The introduction of joint degrees.


Th ti f t d di d t f d• The creation of a standardised system of degrees.


• The implementation of a three-cycles-system of higher education 


(B h l /M t /PhD)(Bachelor/Master/PhD). 


• The recognition of qualifications across Europe through the 


introduction of a performance point system – the European Credit 


Transfer System (ECTS).
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The ECTS Credit Point System


• The ECTS is a standardized system that gives points according to the 


b f h f l ti iti i di id l l i dnumber of hours of classroom activities, individual learning and 


exams.


Th ECTS dit l t k i t id ti t d t‘• The ECTS credits also take into consideration a student‘s 


performance in the use of soft skills and non-technical skills


• One academic year yields 60 ECTS credits, and requires about 


1,500-1,800 hours of study.
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Yes, but does it work?


What has been achieved?


E f t b t t i i th E Hi h• Ease of movement between countries in the European Higher 


Education Area for the purpose of further study or employment.


I d tt ti f hi h d ti i E• Increased attractiveness of higher education in Europe.


• Provision of a broad, high-quality advanced knowledge base, while at 


the same time promoting intercultural skills.


• Greater convergence across Europe.
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Yes, but does it work?


What are we still working on?


Th t i l f 4 i k d i t th• The material of a 4 year course is packed into a three year course, 


leading to a change in teaching quality.


St d t l bl t t t th th i t di di t• Students are no longer able to put together their studies according to 


their particular interests.


• The notion of a universal education has had to make way for 


economic and professional criteria.


• The economic interests of the market or industry determine the 


development of the degree programmes.
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How does it work in practice?


• In Switzerland, accrediation is done by an independent agency, which 


th k d ti t th S i F d l Offi fthen makes a recommendation to the Swiss Federal Office for 


Professional Education and Training of the Ministry of Education.


Th dit ti it lf i i d b th E U i• The accreditation agency itself is recognised by the European Union. 


Thus, if the recommendation is accepted in Switzerland, it is 


automatically also valid in the rest of (geographic)  Europe.


• Accrediation must be renewed every 5 years.
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Joint accrediation for EASA part 66


The School of Engineering has requested FOCA to recognise specific 


d l t d EASA t 66 t i imodules towards EASA part 66 training:


• Mathematics


Ph i• Physics


• Electrical Fundamentals


• Electronic Fundamentals


• Digital Techniques Electronic Instruments Systems


• Basic Aerodynamics


• Human Factors


Zürcher Fachhochschule


• Aviation Legislation







What next?


• What has been achieved for EASA part 66 will also work for flight 


li i d th li i f icrew licencing and other licencing professions.


• Joint recognition could be achieved for scientific disciplines or for 


i di id l d lindividual modules.


Zürcher Fachhochschule
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A i  O i  A i  O i  SiSi
A key industry cluster


Asia Overview Asia Overview -- SingaporeSingapore


• Vital contributor to the economy 
• 9.2% or U$13.3 billion  of Singapore’s GDP


A j   f l t • A major source of employment 
• 226,000 employees work in the aviation industry or 


related business
1 f  17 k  k i   i i  l d • 1 of every 17 workers work in an aviation related 
business


• 1800 new aviation professionals needed annually 
N  S l t  A  P k (SAP) ill d th  • New Seletar Aerospace Park (SAP) will need another 
10,000+ aviation professionals


• R&D Initiatives
EADS  Th l  P  d Whi  R ll  R• EADS, Thales, Pratt and Whitney, Rolls Royce







A i  O i  A i  O i  SiSi
In 2002, aviation was integrated into the Pre-
employment Education Training (PET) stream


Asia Overview Asia Overview -- SingaporeSingapore


employment Education Training (PET) stream
• Global competitive forces & the rapid growth of the 


industry especially the aerospace Maintenance, 
Repair & Overhaul (MRO) sector placed enormous Repair & Overhaul (MRO) sector placed enormous 
manpower challenges in terms of talent attraction & 
retention


• Traditional supply needed to be augmented to keep ad t o a  supp y eeded to be aug e ted to keep 
pace with the demand of this key high growth sector


• Today’s industry needs about 1800 trained personnel 
annually (excluding ATC & Pilots)y ( g )
• 1500 for the aerospace sector
• 300 for the aviation business/operations sector







Asia Overview Asia Overview -- SingaporeSingapore
Aviation PET programmes are very popular, many 
programmes oversubscribe & attracting top talents from 
the secondary school system


g pg p


the secondary school system


Currently the system produces 1790+ trained aviation 
personnel annually
• 3 ITE aerospace related certificate programmes (259 places)
• 12 Poly aerospace related diplomas (1121 places)
• 2 Poly aviation business/operations (230 places)2 Poly aviation business/operations (230 places)
• 3 University aerospace related degrees (180 places)


Government push towards integrating aviation into the 
C ti i  Ed ti  T i i  (CET) d iContinuing Education Training (CET) domain
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Aviation regulatory authorityAviation regulatory authority
University Equivalence ApprovalUniversity Equivalence ApprovalUniversity Equivalence ApprovalUniversity Equivalence Approval
1. University-based training


Professional aviation schools 
Teach licensing content to meet regulatory examinations
Teach general education, aeronautical sciences, mathematics, 
physics. information technology, psychology, management and 
human factorshuman factors


2. Advanced licensing approvals and privileges
CAR/FAR Part  141/142 certification of a Training centre


3. Curriculum
Alternative means of obtaining credits against written 
examinations and flight tests as specified under Part 61
Equivalence Approval (e.g. NZ CAA)
University prescribed curriculum







Equivalence ApprovalEquivalence ApprovalEquivalence ApprovalEquivalence Approval
Purpose: - to enable university aviation programs and Purpose: - to enable university aviation programs and 
regulatory authorities to explore new knowledge, procedures 
and assessment requirements within professional licenses


Justification: -
1 M ti  i it  i t  t  ‘t h 1. Meeting university requirements to ‘teach 


research-based curriculum’
2. New systems and methods of learning to better y f g


prepare aviation graduates for employment







Equivalence ApprovalEquivalence ApprovalEquivalence ApprovalEquivalence Approval
Implementation: -Implementation: -
An Equivalence Approval will provide a mechanism for the 
Director of Civil Aviation to recognise the academic record of 
students completing a programme of training, as being 
equivalent to, or exceeding, the technical knowledge and 
practical skills examination requirements prescribed in the practical skills examination requirements prescribed in the 
respective licence and rating section of the Civil Aviation 
Rules, Part 61.







Equivalence ApprovalEquivalence ApprovalEquivalence ApprovalEquivalence Approval
Compliance Monitoring:-Compliance Monitoring:-
The university shall establish a schedule of annual audits, 
acceptable to the Director, covering the scope of its 
operations.  Such a schedule shall include, but not be limited 
to, quality systems audits, academic systems audits and 
operational base inspections so far as they apply to the operational base inspections so far as they apply to the 
training programme and aviation safety.







MAJOR  DOMAINS  OF  PILOT  ACCOMPLISHMENTMAJOR  DOMAINS  OF  PILOT  ACCOMPLISHMENT


APMAPM


Aircraft 
Performance 
Management


Aircraft Systems 
Management


COMMANDCOMMANDCOMMANDCOMMAND


MM


ASMASM


Management Management


PILOT  MISSION PILOT  MISSION 


‘Human Factors’


Flight Navigation
Management


FSMFSM FNMFNM


Flight Operations Flight Standards


Management


FOMFOM
Flight Operations 
Management


Flight Standards
Management







4 Year Bachelor degree 4 Year Bachelor degree –– airline pilotairline pilot ea  ac e o  deg ee  ea  ac e o  deg ee a e p ota e p ot


Licensing – Traditional
PPL CPL ME/IR ATP (Frozen)


Integrated Academic and Technical Contentteg ated cade c a d ec ca  Co te t
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Flight Test  6B – COMMAND MANAGEMENT
PILOT MANAGING for a Multi-Crew Air Transport Operations
How well did the candidates perform when:


31 207 D t ti i l t ? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1031 207 Demonstrating social competence? 0-1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10


32 207 Discriminating crew/passenger problems? 0-1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10


33 207 Recognising discussing personal limitations? 0-1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-1033 207 Recognising discussing personal limitations? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10


34 207 Looking out and Listening out vigilantly? 0-1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10


35 207 Talking through plans/actions while Pilot Flying 0-1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10


36 207 Communicating assertively? 0-1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10


37 207 Using aeronautical phraseology appropriately? 0-1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10


38 207 Problem-solving and decision- making? 0-1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10


39 207 Adapting cockpit management/style to a situation? 0-1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10


40 207 Staying legal 0-1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10
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ICAOICAO
Accreditation and recognition


Difficulty in formally recognizing tertiary 
aviation institutes as a stakeholder


MPL (example)
Future amendments to Annexes
Identification and development of Identification and development of 
expert research in NGAP learning and 
assessmentassessment
Program accreditation







International  Recognition International  Recognition 
(organization)(organization)(organization)(organization)


Provide forum and international coordination for 
disparate organizations  e gdisparate organizations, e.g.


European Association of Airline Pilot Schools
University Aviation Association
AABI


Recommend, research and develop educational 
and training initiatives to the industry, e.g.,and training initiatives to the industry, e.g.,


MPL 
Promote development and regulatory recognition 
within professional qualifications  e gwithin professional qualifications, e.g.,


Equivalence approval







Thank Thank youyou
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ATTACHMENT B 
 

Summary Information from the NGAP Aviation & Certification Sub-Group 
10 February 2011 

 
1. Points of Agreement/recommended accreditation concepts for ICAO 

 
Issue/Concept U.S./North 

America 
Europe Asia Australia/New 

Zealand 
Life-long learning as a key 
concept/criterion for 
accreditation 

X X X X 

Coursework directed to a 
specific career field 

X X X X 

5-year term of 
accreditation/reaffirmation 

X X X X 

KSAs are industry-
developed/connected 

X X X X 

Recognition of professional  
experience for academic 
credit 

X X X X 

Direct industry participation X X X X 
Accreditation “is a good 
thing”---gives evidence of 
some level of quality as 
externally-veted 

X X X X 

Accrediting body is an 
independent third party 

X X (may not be 
applicable in 
all countries) 

X X 

Licensure may be included 
in the degree program 

X X X X 

Incorporation of current 
industry standards 
 

X X X X 

     
     
     

 
 
2. Points of disagreement 

 
Issue/Concept U.S./North 

America 
Europe Asia Australia/New 

Zealand 
Ease of movement 
across 
borders/between 
institutions 

 X   

Outcome-based 
approach 

X    

Accreditation not 
for degree 
program, but for 
combinations of 
modules 

 X   

Programs are 
student-focused, 
not institution-
focused 

 X   

National diploma    X 
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(graduate level) 
Program objectives 
strongly-driven by 
industry partners 

 X  X 

State recognition 
of accreditor 

X    

Specification of 
subjects required 

X X   

Alternative means 
of compliance 
(credit for 
licensure/ 
experience) 

X  X no/X 

Accreditation is of 
degree programs 

X (linked to an 
institution) 

X (may be 
independent from 
an institution) 

  

Accreditation is of 
subject areas 

 X   

Performance-based 
promotion to 
proceed to the next 
academic level 

 X   

 
Related Issues 
***Competency = Outcome 
***Produce draft guidance materials/circular for ICAO (Guidance material PANS document Annex) 
***ICAO Endorsement Program for Training Providers is underway 
***An important caveat is that this is just a beginning and we need much more regional input before 
completion 
***To take our work to the next level, we must have buy-in across all the regions around the World. 
***Accredition is an extremely important concept, but it can only exist in certain economic constructs.  
We are looking at providing ICAO with principles that make accreditation possible. 
***It is important to seek mechanisms that will allow students flexibility in coursework selection 
among institutions. 
***We need to clearly understand what purpose accreditation serves. 
***The aviation construct and the means by which we attain it is likely to vary widely across 
regions/among States 
***We need a chart to give a common roadmap to what accreditation implies toward attained skill-sets 
(i.e., we need a “Magic Decoder Ring” 
 
3. Accreditation Subgroup Efforts to Move Forward 

 
Issue/Concept Goal/Deliverable Time-line 
Develop more 
inclusive 
framework for 
international 
accreditation 
standards 

Involve more Regions, through Regional 
Meetings and invitation to future NGAP TF 
meetings 

Oct. 31, 2011 

Guidance for ICAO Develop a draft ICAO Circular for 
accredition concepts 

Oct. 31, 2011 

Guidance for ICAO Develop a final ICAO Circular for 
accredition concepts 

February 28, 2012 

ICAO Circular Presentation of final accreditation guidance 
Circular to Second NGAP Symposium 

April 10-13, 2012 

 


